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Abstract
Viruses are infectious and obligate intracellular parasites. Turnip mosaic virus (TuMV) is a
member of the genus Potyvirus which comprises many agriculturally important viral
pathogens that threaten crop production. Potyviruses are fully dependent on the host cellular
machinery to fulfil their infection cycle in plant hosts. It is well accepted that viral coat
protein (CP) is a multifunctional protein that plays key roles in virus propagation and hostvirus interactions. This dissertation project aimed to investigate the role of CP in TuMV cellto-cell movement, to identify the host interactors of TuMV CP, and further to characterize
their roles in TuMV infection.
To examine the role of CP in viral cell-to-cell movement, a series of CP deletion and point
mutations were introduced into a special TuMV infectious clone that allows for
distinguishing primarily and secondarily infected cells. It was found that the core domain and
C-terminus of CP are critical for TuMV cell-to-cell movement, but the N-terminal domain is
dispensable for TuMV movement and virion assembly. Among cell-to-cell movement
defective point mutants, R178A and D222A lost the ability to form detectable virions in
protoplasts. The CP protein R178A was not as stable as wild-type CP. Overall, the results
revealed the CP determinants of TuMV cell-to-cell movement and suggested that there is a
correlation between assembly defects and cell-to-cell movement defects in TuMV biology.
To identify the host interactors of TuMV CP, a yeast two-hybrid screening against
Arabidopsis cDNA library was conducted. The screening resulted in the discovery of two
novel host proteins, Patellin 3 (PATL3) and Patellin 6 (PATL6) that bind to CP in yeast.
TuMV infection assay on PATLs knockout mutants and stable overexpression lines showed
that PATL3 and PATL6 negatively regulate TuMV infection. Subcellular localization studies
demonstrated that PATL3, but not PATL6, was partially redistributed to viral replication
complexes (VRCs) upon TuMV infection. In addition, PATL3 also interacted with the viral
protein cylindrical inclusion protein (CI), an essential component of VRCs, suggesting that
PATL3 is recruited to the VRC likely through its interaction with CI. Overall, this study
identified two host restriction proteins of TuMV that may be manipulated against TuMV and
related viruses.

Keywords
plant virus, potyvirus, TuMV, coat protein, host protein, Patellin, cell-to-cell movement,
assembly, viral replication complex, antiviral, host restriction factor, protoplasts.
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Chapter 1

1

General Introduction

1.1

Plant positive-strand RNA viruses

Plant viruses are infectious and obligate intracellular parasites that comprise genetic
material (DNA or RNA) surrounded by a protective protein coat and/or membrane.
Positive-strand (+) RNA viruses account for the largest group of known plant viruses and
comprise many economically important viruses in agriculture, including the so-called
‘Top ten’ economically important plant viruses such as Tobacco mosaic virus (TMV),
Potato virus Y (PVY), Cucumber mosaic virus (CMV), Brome mosaic virus (BMV),
Potato virus X (PVX) and Plum pox virus (PPV) (Sanfaçon, 2005; Rybicki, 2015). As
their single-stranded RNA genome is of positive sense/polarity and can act like a
messenger RNA (mRNA), it can be directly translated into viral proteins by the host
translation machinery.
Plant (+) RNA viruses have relatively small genomes, typically between 4 and 15 kilobases (kb), encoding a very limited number of viral proteins. The typically encoded
proteins include
i.

a protein that functions as an RNA dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp) for
replication

ii.

a structural capsid/coat protein (CP) for encapsidating the viral genome

iii.

a protein or multiple proteins that function as movement protein (MP) to facilitate
virus movement.

iv.

a protein that functions as an RNA silencing suppressor (RSS) to repress RNA
silencing

A successful viral infection starts from its entry into the host cells. Unlike animal virus,
plant virus can’t enter cells via endocytosis due to the rigid plant cell wall, and the entry
of plant virus is assisted by the wound resulting from vector bites (insects) or through
mechanical rub/inoculation. Then, the viral (+) RNA genome is released from the virion
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and acts as a template for translation and replication in the primary infected cells. Next,
the newly synthesized progeny viral RNA and viral proteins form the ribonucleoprotein
(RNP) complex or virion for cell-to-cell movement through the plasmodesmata (PDs)
that connect two neighboring cells. After multiple rounds of cell-to-cell movement, the
virus may reach the vascular tissue for long-distance movement, eventually invading the
whole plant. Viral infection induces a variety of symptoms in the infected plants,
including leaf yellowing, mosaicism and/or mottling, tissue necrosis, overall plant
stunting or wilting, and in some cases death of the plant (Sanfaçon, 2005).

1.2 Turnip mosaic virus (TuMV)
1.2.1 Taxonomy, host range and importance
Turnip mosaic virus (TuMV) belongs to the genus Potyvirus in the Potyviridae.
According to the Tenth Report of the International Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses
(ICTV), Potyvirus comprises 160 species and accounts for around 80% of species in the
Potyviridae. The Potyviridae is the largest family of RNA plant viruses (Wylie et al.,
2017) and includes several agriculturally and economically important plant viruses such
as Plum pox virus (PPV), Potato virus Y (PVY), Potato virus A (PVA), Tobacco etch
virus (TEV), and Soybean mosaic virus (SMV) (Wang, 2013b).
Turnip mosaic virus is considered to be the second most important virus infecting fieldgrown vegetables after Cucumber mosaic virus (CMV) (Tomlinson, 1987). It infects a
large number of economically important plants in the genus Brassica, such as turnip,
cabbage, and cauliflower (Walsh and Jenner, 2002). TuMV has a very wide host range
and can infect at least 318 species in over 43 dicot families as well as various monocots
(Walsh and Jenner, 2002). Conveniently, TuMV can infect two well-studied model plants
Arabidopsis thaliana and Nicotiana benthamina, and as a result, TuMV has become a
model for host-potyvirus interaction studies.
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1.2.2 Virions and Genome organization
Turnip mosaic virus virions are non-enveloped, flexuous filamentous particles. Typical
TuMV virions range from around 600 to 1000 nm long and 15 to 20 nm wide under
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) (Fig 1.1).

Figure 1.1 Electron micrograph of TuMV virion stained with 2% phosphotungstic
acid (PTA)
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The TuMV genome is a positive-sense single stranded RNA (ssRNA) of about 10 kb in
length that has a viral-encoded, viral genome-linked protein (VPg) covalently linked to
its 5’ end and a poly (A) tail at the 3’ end (Olivier and Laliberté, 1992). The viral genome
contains one large open reading frame (ORF) and a relatively short ORF (Pretty
Interesting Potyviridae ORF, pipo) resulting from transcriptional slippage in the P3coding sequence (Revers and Gracia, 2015). These two ORFs encode two polyproteins
that are processed by three proteinase domains into eleven mature proteins. These mature
proteins are from the N- to the C-terminus: P1 (the first protein), HC-Pro (the helper
component/protease), P3 (the third protein), P3N-PIPO (the N terminal region of P3
fused with the peptide encoded by the pretty interesting Potyviridae ORF), 6K1 (the first
6 kDa peptide), CI (the cylindrical inclusion protein), 6K2 (the second 6 kDa peptide),
NIa-VPg (nuclear inclusion ‘a’-viral genome-linked protein; also VPg), NIa-Pro (nuclear
inclusion ‘a’ protein-the protease), NIb (the nuclear inclusion ‘b’ protein), and CP (coat
protein) (Chung et al., 2008; Wang, 2013b; Revers and Garcia, 2015) (Fig 1.2).

Figure 1.2 Genome organization of TuMV.
The genome is translated into a single large polyprotein and another small one, which is
subsequently processed by virus-encoded proteases into individual proteins. Potyvirus
encodes three different proteases (P1, HC-Pro and NIa-Pro proteases). Proteolytic
cleavage sites are marked with arrows indicating the names of the corresponding
proteases.
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1.2.3 Transmission and symptoms
TuMV is transmitted between plants by Myzus persicae (green peach aphid) and more
than 80 other aphid species in a non-persistent manner (Walsh and Jenner, 2002; Casteel
et al., 2014). Casteel (2014) reported that TuMV improves growth and reproduction of
the aphid vector on both N. benthamiana and A. thaliana (Casteel et al., 2014). TuMV
infection results in various symptoms depending on plants such as leaf mottling,
mosaicism, chlorosis, puckering and distortion. The disease caused by TuMV can lead to
severe stunting of young plants and significant loss of yield.
1.2.4 Features of CI, 6K2 and NIb
CI is named after its abundant aggregation in the cytoplasm of potyvirus-infected plant
cells known as laminate or pinwheel-shaped cytoplasmic inclusion bodies (Edwardson,
1966; Carrington et al., 1998). The CI protein has been demonstrated to be a key factor of
potyvirus replication and movement. CI has helicase activity that unwinds doublestranded RNA (dsRNA) in a 3’ to 5’ direction (Lafn et al., 1990; Fernandez et al., 1995).
Moreover, CI is present in the ER-derived vesicles that have been generally accepted as
the viral replication complex (VRC) (Cotton et al., 2009). Early ultrastructural analyses
through TEM revealed that cylindrical inclusions are localized in the vicinity of PD. CI,
CP and viral RNA are associated with cone-shaped structures close to the PD (Sorel et
al., 2014). More recently, it has been reported that CI is involved in intercellular
movement likely through the formation of conical structures anchored to and extending
through PD thanks to the interaction with P3N-PIPO, a PD localized viral protein (Wei et
al., 2010b; Wang, 2013b). Moreover, reverse genetics approaches such as alaninescanning mutagenesis experiments on TuMV, PPV and TEV demonstrated that CI is
critical for potyviral cell-to-cell movement (Carrington et al., 1998; Gomez de Cedron et
al., 2006; Deng et al., 2015).
6K2 is an integral membrane protein and can induce the formation of membranous
vesicles derived from the ER in the presence or absence of potyviral infection (Schaad et
al., 1997; Cotton et al., 2009). TuMV infection is associated with the formation of at least
two different types of subcellular compartments induced by 6K2 protein: a perinuclear
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globular structure and motile cortical vesicular structures (Fig 1.3). These vesicles
contain viral RNA, viral proteins (NIb, CI, NIa, 6K2) and various host proteins, and have
been generally referred as the VRC for potyvirus replication and translation sites. 6K2induced vesicles are highly mobile and align with microfilaments in the infected plant
cells (Wei and Wang, 2008; Cotton et al., 2009; Grangeon et al., 2012b).
NIb is the RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RNA replicase) that catalyze the synthesis
of RNA (Hong and Hunt, 1996). The highly conserved Glycine-Asparagine-Asparagine
(GDD) motif in the RdRps across plant viruses and animal viruses is critical for RdRp
enzyme activity (Kamer and Argos, 1984; Jablonski et al., 1991). For potyvirus, deletion
or mutation of the GDD motif in NIb leads to deficient potyvirus replication and
abolished virus movement (Dolja et al., 1994; Carrington et al., 1998).

Figure 1.3 Confocal images on TuMV-induced vesicles in N. benthamiana epidermal
cells.
(A) Confocal image of uninfected N. benthamiana cell expressing GFP-HDEL, a lumenal
ER marker. (B) Confocal image of TuMV-infected N. benthamiana cell expressing both
GFP-HDEL and 6K2-mCherry. A white asterisk shows the position of the nucleus, the
white arrow indicates the perinuclear globular structure and the white arrowhead points to
the cortical vesicular structure. Bars = 10 µm (Grangeon et al., 2012b). Copyright © 2012
by American Society for Microbiology. Adapted by permission.
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1.2.5 The Potyvirus infection cycle
The viral infection cycle in the host plants starts from the entry of an invading virus into a
plant cell. To facilitate the study on the viral infection cycle, virologists artificially divide
this process into various steps including entry, disassembly/uncoating, translation,
replication, assembly, intracellular movement and cell-to-cell movement (Fig 1.4).
Potyvirus enters the plant cells through aphid-mediated wounds or mechanical
transmissions. Then, virions disassemble and viral RNA is translated by the host
translational machinery into two polyproteins that are subsequently processed into 11
mature proteins by three virus-encoded proteases (P1, HC-Pro and NIa-Pro) (Wang,
2013b). Next, viruses assemble VRCs at ER exit sites (ERESs), recruiting various host
proteins together with certain viral proteins, including NIb, CI, 6K2 and NIa (Cotton et
al., 2009; Wang, 2013b). Those vesicles can travel along actin microfilaments and reach
PDs for cell-to-cell movement (Cotton et al., 2009; Grangeon et al., 2013). Moreover,
vesicles can also target chloroplasts for robust replication and further move towards PD
for intercellular movement (Wei et al., 2010a). Alternatively, progeny RNA synthesized
in VRCs can be further assembly into virions or RNPs, and subjected to cell-to-cell
movement; however, the assembly sites for those virions or RNPs are not known yet.
Once the virions, RNPs or vesicles are mounted on PD, they pass through the PD to the
adjacent cells for new rounds of infection. But, the mechanism of this intercellular
movement is not well studied.
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Figure 1.4 The infection cycle of potyvirus.
Potyvirus virions are disassembled after the entry through aphid or mechanical
transmission, and the viral RNAs are further used as templates for both viral
translation and replication. The new progeny forms virions or RNP or VRC for
transporting virus to the neighboring cells for new rounds of infection.
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1.3 Functions of potyviral CPs
1.3.1 Structural features of potyviral CP
The principal function of CP is the encapsidation of viral RNA. It was estimated that
potyvirus particles are encapsidated by ⁓ 2000 CP subunits (Revers and Garcia, 2015).
Using negative staining, transmission electron microscopy and diffraction technologies, it
was shown that PVY particle is 730 nm long with a width of 105 Å, and the pitch (the
axial distance between turns of the basic helix) is 33 Å in average (Varma et al., 1968).
Recently, the cryo-electron microscopy (cryoEM) structure of potyvirus was determined
at a high resolution of 4.0 Å for Watermelon mosaic virus (WMV). WMV displays a lefthanded helix with a diameter of 130 Å, contains about 8.8 CP subunits per turn and a
pitch of 35.2 Å. The WMV CP contains a core domain rich in α-helices and two long Nand C-terminal arms (Fig 1.5) (Wylie et al., 2017; Zamora et al., 2017).

Figure 1.5 Near-atomic cryoEM structure of WMV virions.
(A) Renderings of the 3D cryoEM map calculated for WMV. Segmented densities are
depicted as follows: WMV CP core region (light blue), N-terminal arm (dark blue), Cterminal arm (yellow), scattered densities at the inner side of the helix (orange), and
density for the ssRNA (red). (B) Two views of the atomic model calculated for WMV CP
within the semitransparent density for a subunit segmented from the cryoEM map
(Zamora et al., 2017). An open-access article published by American Association for the
Advancement of Science.
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1.3.2 Multifunctional CP
It is well accepted that the potyviral CP is a three-domain protein with variable N- and Cterminal regions exposed on the particle surface that can be removed by treatment of
virions with trypsin and a conserved core domain that interacts with viral RNA (Allison
et al., 1985b; Shukla et al., 1988). The N-terminus of CP is involved in aphid
transmission (Atreya et al., 1991) and systemic movement (Dolja et al., 1994). The core
domain of potyviral CP is highly conserved among potyviral species and forms the core
of potyvirus particles (Dolja et al., 1991). Several studies have revealed that the core
domain of CP is critical for potyvirus assembly and cell-to-cell movement (Dolja et al.,
1994; Dolja et al., 1995). The C-terminus of CP is important for SMV cell-to-cell
movement (Seo et al., 2013), TEV and SMV systemic movement (Dolja et al., 1995; Seo
et al., 2013). In addition, the C-terminus of SMV CP is required for the CP-CP selfinteraction and virus assembly (Kang et al., 2006).
Viral protein modification is well known to be critical for virus infection processes
(Wang, 2015). The potyviral CPs also undergo posttranslational modifications (PTMs)
for regulating virus infection processes. The CP of PVA was shown to be phosphorylated
both in virus infected plants and in vivo, and as a result, reduce its affinity to the viral
RNA. The phosphorylated amino acid residue was mapped at the end of the core region
of PVA CP (Ivanov et al., 2003). It has been shown that the PPV CP is not only
phosphorylated but also O-GlcNAcylated (Fernandez-Fernandez et al., 2002; de Jesus
Perez et al., 2006).

1.4 Cell-to-cell movement of plant virus
1.4.1 Cell-to-cell movement of Plant viruses
To establish a successful systemic infection, plant viruses need to move from the
primarily infected cells through the PD, the cytoplasmic bridges between adjacent plant
cells, to neighbouring cells (Lucas, 2006; Lucas et al., 2009). Then, the plant virus may
undergoes several cycles of cell-to-cell movement until reaching the vascular tissue,
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followed by loading into phloem tissues for long-distance movement, eventually invading
the whole plant (Benitez-Alfonso et al., 2010; Hipper et al., 2013).
Cell-to-cell movement of plant viruses is mediated by virus-encoded movement proteins
(MPs) through their interactions with host factors (Benitez-Alfonso et al., 2010; Harries
et al., 2010). Generally, plant viruses can be classified into three groups on the
characteristics of cell-to-cell movement. The first group, dominated by tobamoviruses,
encodes a single dedicated 30 KDa MP that can interact with and increase the size
exclusion limit (SEL) of PD to allow virions or ribonucleoprotein (RNP) complexes to
pass through (Kawakami et al., 2004; Wei et al., 2010b). The second group of plant
viruses includes some icosahedral viruses, such as bromoviruses, caulimoviruses, nepoand comoviruses, which need both MPs and CPs to mediate virus passage through PD via
tubule-like structures (Laporte et al., 2003; Pouwels et al., 2004; Benitez-Alfonso et al.,
2010). The third group of viruses includes some viruses with flexuous, filamentous or
rod-shaped particles such as potexviruess, hordeiviruses, pomoviruses and benyviruses,
and these viruses encode the triple-gene-block proteins that function collectively to
mediate virus passage through PD without forming tubule-like structures (VerchotLubicz, 2005; Jackson et al., 2009; Lim et al., 2009; Verchot-Lubicz et al., 2010).
1.4.2 Cell-to-cell movement of potyvirus
As described earlier, potyvirus has to move intracellularly from replication sites towards
the PD, cross it and enter to adjacent cells for new rounds of infection. However,
potyviruses have not been assigned to any of the groups of cell-to-cell movement
described above. It appears the mechanism of cell-to-cell movement of potyvirus is very
complicated that it’s still not clear whether potyvirus moves as virions or RNPs or VRCs
to pass through PD.
Currently, we do know that potyviruses encode one dedicated MP (P3N-PIPO) (Cui et
al., 2017), and several additional potyviral proteins including CP, VPg, HC-Pro, and CI
have also been implicated in potyvirus cell-to-cell movement (Wang, 2013b; Revers and
Garcia, 2015).
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Historically, several ultrastructural studies revealed that CI conical structures are present
at the PD and sometimes can penetrate the cell wall, also CP is associated with the CIinduced structures at the PD (RodrõBguez-Cerezo et al., 1997; Robert et al., 1998). These
studies suggest a possible role of CP and CI in potyviral cell-to-cell movement. Indeed,
reverse genetics studies using various TEV CI or CP mutants further support that CI and
CP are crucial for potyviral movement (Dolja et al., 1994; Dolja et al., 1995; Carrington
et al., 1998).
A microinjection study performed by Rojas and colleagues demonstrated that both CP
and HC-Pro can increase in plasmodesmal SEL and spread intercellularly (Rojas et al.,
1997). In 2008, the discovery of the P3N-PIPO protein encoded by the potyvirus genome
significantly boosted the study of the mechanism of potyviral cell-to-cell movement.
Shortly after its discovery, our lab demonstrated that TuMV P3N-PIPO is a PD localized
protein and can physically interact with CI and direct CI to the PD (Wei et al., 2010b).
More recently, the Laliberte group has suggested that TuMV might move as VRCs for
cell-to-cell movement. This suggestion is based on observations that the motile 6K2containing vesicles (VRCs) enable vRNA transport to PDs by trafficking along
ER/microfilaments and can even pass PD to the neighboring cells (Grangeon et al.,
2012a; Grangeon et al., 2013).
It is well accepted that plant viruses hijack host proteins for successful cell-to-cell
movement (Wang, 2015). However, very limited studies are available for host proteins
required for potyvirus cell-to-cell movement. Recently, a plasma membrane-associated
cation-binding protein 1 (PCaP1) that can directly interact with P3N-PIPO to positively
regulate TuMV cell-to-cell movement was identified by a yeast two-hybrid screening
against an Arabidopsis cDNA library using P3N-PIPO as bait. The authors speculated
that PCaP1 can enable the complex of viral proteins and viral RNA to the plasma
membrane by binding P3N-PIPO (Vijayapalani et al., 2012)
Based on the studies above, a model for the cell-to-cell movement of potyvirus can be
suggested. The complex including CI, P3N-PIPO, CP, viral RNA and other essential viral
elements are anchored to the PD through the interaction of P3N-PIPO/PCaP1, and
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subsequently, the virus-containing complex (either virions, RNPs or VRCs) passes
through the CI conical structures and PD to enter the neighboring cells.
Despite studies showing that CI and P3N-PIPO are critical for TuMV cell-to-cell
movement (Wei et al., 2010b; Deng et al., 2015), it is still not clear whether CP is
required for TuMV cell-to-cell movement, and the mechanism by which CP mediates
TuMV cell-to-cell movement needs to be investigated.

1.5 Virus-Host interactions
1.5.1 Virus-Host arms race
Plant viruses possess relatively small genomes and typically encode no more than a
dozen proteins. As an intracellular parasite, viruses are fully dependent on host cell
machinery to fulfill their survival and propagation in the host cells. In other words,
viruses have to recruit certain host proteins (termed host factors) to facilitate their life
cycle including disassembly, viral genome translation, viral genome multiplication,
assembly and virus movement. As part of its resistance response to viral infection, hosts
need to sense the presence of viruses rapidly at almost every step of the viral infection
process and employ host proteins (termed as restriction factors) to interfere with viral
infection (Daugherty and Malik, 2012; Coffin, 2013). In the past decade, molecular
identification and characterization of those host proteins involved in virus-host arms race
have been a research focus in the field of virology.
1.5.2 Host proteins involved in potyvirus infection
Considering the significant importance of potyvirus in damaging crops and vegetables in
agriculture, extensive studies have been conducted to identify and characterize the host
proteins that are involved in potyvirus infection processes. Several host proteins have
been reported to be recruited to the VRCs for promoting virus multiplication, including
heat shock protein 70 (HSP70), poly (A) binding-protein (PABP), eukaryotic initiation
factor 4E (eIF4E), elongation factor 1A (eEF1A), DEAD-box RNA helicase RH8
(Ivanov and Makinen, 2012) and α-expansin (EXPA1). In addition, SNARE (soluble N-
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ethylmaleimide-sensitive-factor attachment protein receptors) protein Syp71 was found to
co-localize with the chloroplast-bound 6K2 complex. Wei and coworkers concluded that
Syp71 is a host factor essential for successful virus infection by mediating the fusion of
the virus-induced vesicles with chloroplasts during TuMV infection (Wei et al., 2013).
DNA-binding protein1 (DBP1) was also identified as a host factor that contributes to
potyvirus infection, in spite of an unclear mechanism (Castello et al., 2010).
Some host proteins may regulate viral movement. Documented examples include the
cation-binding protein (PCaP1), a cysteine-rich protein named potyvirus VPg-interacting
protein (PVIP), and RTM1, RTM2, and RTM3 (restricted TEV movement 1, 2 and 3,
respectively) (Whitham et al., 2000; Chisholm et al., 2001; Dunoyer et al., 2004; Cosson
et al., 2010; Vijayapalani et al., 2012).
Posttranslational modifications (PTMs) are implicated in potyvirus infection. For
instance, the SUMO-conjugating enzyme (SCE1) was shown to interact with TuMV
RdRp and play an essential role in TuMV infection (Xiong and Wang, 2013).
Furthermore, TuMV RdRp was demonstrated to interact with and is sumoylated by small
ubiquitin-like modifier 3 (SUMO3), and as a result, promoting TuMV infection (Cheng et
al., 2017).
Not surprisingly, to fight back, plant hosts also employ restriction factors to
interfere/restrict virus. For example, Beclin1, a core component of autophagy was
demonstrated to restrict potyvirus infection through suppression and autophagic
degradation of viral RdRp (Li et al., 2018). In addition, another restriction factor DIP2
(DBP interacting protein 2) was identified to inhibit PPV infection with an unrevealed
mechanism (Castello et al., 2011)
1.5.3 CP-host interaction in Potyvirus infection
Although CP is a multifunctional viral protein that is involved in various steps of the
potyvirus infection process, mechanistic details as to how the CP-host interactions
regulate potyvirus infection are lacking. There are at least five host proteins that have
been identified to be CP interacting partners.
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The Chloroplastic 37 kDa protein of lettuce (Lactuca sativa) interacts with TuMV CP
(McClintock et al., 1998), whereas PVY CP binds to the large subunit of the ribulose-1,5biphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase (RubisCO-LSU) of tobacco (N. tabacum cv. Xanthi)
(Feki et al., 2005). Unfortunately, the functional role of these interactions on virus
infection still remains unknown. In a different study using a yeast two-hybrid approach,
Hofius and colleagues identified a subset of DnaJ-like proteins from tobacco (NtCPIP1
and NtCPIP2a) that also interact with PVY CP (Hofius et al., 2007). Both transient
expression and stable overexpression of truncated dominant-interfering NtCPIP strongly
reduce PPV accumulation. NtCPIPs seem to act as important susceptibility factors during
PVY infection (Hofius et al., 2007).
Interestingly, heat shock protein 70 (HSP70) was identified as a component of a
membrane-associated viral ribonucleoprotein (RNP) complex by using an affinity
purification approach and was co-immunoprecipitated with PVA CP in N. benthamiana
plants. The study demonstrated that HSP70 together with its cochaperone CPIP regulates
PVA CP function, which in turn can interfere with viral gene expression (Hafren et al.,
2010).
1.5.4 Plasma membrane-associated protein and microbe interactions
It is well known that infection by bacteria, fungi and viruses is characterized by a
significant morphological rearrangement of the host plasma membrane favoring microbe
survival (Dormann et al., 2014). Despite a great number of plasma membrane-associated
proteins having been identified to be regulators of host-bacteria and/or host-fungi
interactions by recognizing microbes and activating subsequent signal transduction
cascades leading to defense, very limited work has been done to elucidate of the roles of
PM-associated proteins in virus-host interactions (Lefebvre et al., 2010; Dormann et al.,
2014; Nathalie and Bouhidel, 2014). A PM associated protein, Remorin (from remora,
smaller fish adhering to larger fishes and ships) in relation to its hydrophilicity and
membrane location was identified to be a regulator of host-virus interaction and can
inhibit Potato virus X (PVX) movement (Raffaele et al., 2009).
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1.5.5 The Arabidopsis thaliana PATL family
The PATL family comprise six members (PATL1, PATL2, PATL3, PATL4, PATL5 and
PATL6). All six PATLs possess a variable N-terminal domain, a Sec14-like domain
(homologue to yeast Sec14p) and a C-terminal GOLD domain (Golgi dynamics)
(Peterman et al., 2004).
Sec14p was originally identified using a Saccharomyces cerevisiae secretory (Sec)
mutant by demonstrating its essential functions in the formation and exit of vesicles from
the trans-Golgi network (Tejosa et al., 2017). To date, proteins with a Sec14 domain are
reported to be involved in membrane trafficking, cytoskeleton dynamics, lipid
metabolism and lipid-mediated regulatory functions (Peterman et al., 2004; Peiro et al.,
2014; Tejosa et al., 2017). The GOLD domain is a conserved domain among p24 protein
family that has been shown to be critical for cargo selection and cargo transportation
from the ER to the Golgi complex. It is also presumably responsible for protein-protein
interactions (Anantharaman and Aravind, 2002). However, the biological function of the
N-terminal domain of PATLs remains unknown.
PATL family proteins have been found to be putative factors associated with diverse
signalling pathways such as response to the hormones brassinosteroids and cytokinins
through several proteomics studies (Deng et al., 2007; Cerny et al., 2011). In addition,
PATLs are also implicated in response to biotic stresses (Kiba et al., 2012; Peiro et al.,
2014). However, it is not clear if PATLs are involved in potyvirus infection.

1.6 Research goals and objectives
Potyviruses are the major viral pathogens that threaten global crop security. Extensive
studies have been conducted to better understanding potyviral infection processes as well
as potyvirus-host interplays. However, how potyviruses move intercellularly is still not
well understood. It is well accepted that plant viral coat proteins (CPs) play key roles in
virus propagation and virus-host interplays. My PhD project aimed to firstly, investigate
the role of TuMV CP in viral cell-to-cell movement, and to identify host proteins that
interact with TuMV CP and further characterize their biological effects in viral infection.
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The hypotheses of my study are that (1) The CP of TuMV is critical for viral cell-to-cell
movement through its role in virion assembly, RNA binding, interactions with viral
proteins and host factors, and (2) The CP-interacting host proteins play an essential role
in TuMV infection. To test these hypotheses, I proposed to address the following specific
objectives:
1. To determine whether CP is required for TuMV cell-to-cell movement. A green
fluorescent and mCherry fluorescent protein-tagged TuMV infectious clone was
constructed that allows for distinguishing primarily and secondarily infected cells.
Further, a series of CP deletion mutations were generated to examine viral cell-to-cell
movement ability by confocal microscopy.
2. To identify CP determinants in TuMV cell-to-cell movement. A series of CP point
mutants were introduced into TuMV infectious clone and the effects on viral cell-tocell movement were examined.
3. To characterize the defective cell-to-cell mutants on subcellular localization, virion
assembly, RNA binding ability and self-interaction or CI interaction ability. This was
achieved by comparison between wild-type CP and CP point mutants using multiple
technics including transient expression, transmission electron microscopy (TEM),
electrophoretic gel mobility shift assay (EMSA), yeast two-hybrid (Y2H) and
bimolecular fluorescence complementation (BiFC).
4. To identify CP-interacting host proteins in Arabidopsis. A yeast two-hybrid screening
against Arabidopsis cDNA library by using TuMV CP as bait was conducted.
5. To validate the interactions between CP and candidate host proteins identified in Y2H
screening. Multiple methods including Y2H, BiFC and co-immunoprecipitation (coIP) assays were applied for protein-protein interaction validation.
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6. To test the biological impact of CP-interacting Arabidopsis protein in TuMV
infection. The knockout and stable overexpression line of corresponding Arabisopsis
protein were generated and inoculated by TuMV followed by quantification of viral
RNA and viral protein accumulation by qRT-PCR and western blot, respectively.
7. To investigate the possible mechanism by which CP-interactors regulate TuMV
multiplication. Subcellular localization of Arabidopsis protein was examined both in
the absence and presence of TuMV infection. The involvement of VRCs in the virushost interplays are assessed by co-infiltration agrobacterium harboring host proteins
and 6K2mCherry-tagged TuMV infectious clone.
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Chapter 2

2

Identification of the determinants in TuMV CP essential for
viral cell-to-cell movement, long-distance movement and
virion assembly

2.1

Abstract

Plant viral coat proteins (CPs) are multifunctional proteins that play key roles in the virus
infection cycle. To date, little is known about the role of Turnip mosaic virus (TuMV; the
genus Potyvirus, the family Potyviriade) CP in viral movement and virion assembly. The
coat protein of TuMV comprises 288 amino acids. Here I determined the domains and
specific amino acids of CP that are critical for TuMV movement and virion assembly. A
series of deletion and point mutations were introduced into the CP cDNA in a green
fluorescent and mCherry fluorescent protein-tagged TuMV infectious clone, and the
effects of these mutations on viral cell-to-cell, long-distance movement, and virion
assembly were examined. The mutant with a deletion of the N-terminal amino acids 6-50
of CP showed normal cell-to-cell and long-distance movement, and morphologically
typical virions, suggesting that the N-terminus of CP is dispensable for TuMV movement
and virion assembly. However, mutants missing the core domain amino acids 51 to 199,
or the C-terminal amino acids 200 to 288 or 265 to 274 abolished viral cell-to-cell
movement, suggesting that the core domain and C-terminus of CP are critical for TuMV
cell-to-cell movement. Additionally, twelve point mutants were generated in the core
domain and C-terminus of CP and among them, the point mutants E268A and R269A and
the double mutant ER268/269AA exhibited slow cell-to-cell movement with a delayed onset
of systemic infection independent of virion assembly. R178A and D222A abolished cell-tocell movement and failed to form virions in protoplasts. We further found that the CP
protein R178A is less stable than wild-type CP. My studies identified the determinants of
TuMV cell-to-cell movement, long-distance movement and virion assembly, revealing
that TuMV CPs act as multifunctional proteins by bearing specific amino acids required
for TuMV movement and assembly.
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2.2

Introduction

Plant viral coat proteins (CPs) are structural proteins and form the protective shell that
encapsidates and protects the viral genome. In addition to this conserved function, CPs
play diverse roles at different stages of the infection process, such as virus entry, viral
RNA transcription, replication, virus movement, virus transmission, activation or
suppression of host defenses and symptom development (Callaway et al., 2001; Ni and
Cheng Kao, 2013). From a molecular biology perspective, the CPs must possess multiple
determinants (specific amino acids and/or motifs) to fulfill these multiple tasks. Thus, the
molecular identification of the functional determinants of CPs involved in various steps
of the viral infection cycle will certainly advance knowledge of virology.
To establish successful systemic infection, a plant virus needs to move from the primarily
infected cells through plasmodesmata (PDs), the cytoplasmic bridges between adjacent
plant cells, to the neighbouring cells (Lucas, 2006; Lucas et al., 2009). Then, plant
viruses undergo several cycles of cell-to-cell movement until reaching the vascular tissue,
followed by loading into phloem tissues for long-distance movement, eventually invading
the whole plant (Benitez-Alfonso et al., 2010; Hipper et al., 2013). It is now well
established that many plant viruses, such as tobamoviruses, cucumoviruses and
geminiviruses, encode dedicated movement proteins (MPs) allowing viruses to pass
through PDs to the neighboring cells in the form of virion or ribonucleoprotein (RNP)
complex. For potyviruses, P3N-PIPO has recently been suggested to be a dedicated MP
(Cui et al., 2017). In addition, several potyviral proteins have been implicated in potyviral
cell-to-cell movement, including HC-Pro (the helper component protease), P3 (the third
protein), CI (the cylindrical inclusion protein), VPg (viral genome-linked protein) and
CP. The potyviral CP has variable N- and C-terminal domains exposed on the virion
surface that are susceptible to trypsin treatment and a conserved core domain that
interacts with viral RNA and forms the core subunit structure of the virion (Allison et al.,
1985a; Shukla and Ward, 1988; Zamora et al., 2017).
The TuMV CP comprises 288 amino acid residues with a molecular mass of
approximately 34 kDa. Among members of the Potyvirus genus, although the CP of
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Tobacco etch virus (TEV) and Soybean mosaic virus (SMV) have been demonstrated to
be critical for viral movement and virion assembly, very limited studies have been carried
out to investigate the molecular mechanisms underlying the multiple functions of the CP.
The aim of the present study was to identify the determinants of TuMV CP in viral cellto-cell movement and virion assembly using a series of CP deletion and point mutants
tagged with green and mCherry fluorescent protein. This double fluorescent proteintagged TuMV system allows to discriminate primarily and secondarily infected cells via
agroinfiltration. I found that the C-terminal amino acids 265 to 274 are crucial for TuMV
cell-to-cell movement. We further discovered that substitution of the C-terminal amino
acid residue E268 or R269 with an alanine results in slow intercellular movement, which is
independent of encapsidation, and substitution of the amino acid residue R178 or D222 with
an alanine in the core domain abolishes viral cell-to-cell movement. Moreover, a stretch
of 45 amino acid residues comprising amino acids 6-50 of CP is dispensable for TuMV
cell-to-cell movement and virion assembly. I also demonstrated that the movementdeficient R178A CP exhibits similar subcellular localization, interaction with other viral
proteins and binding ability to TuMV genomic RNA as the wild-type CP. However,
R178A and D222A fail to form virions in protoplasts and R178A is less stable than wild-type
CP.
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2.3

Results

2.3.1

Construction of a plant expression vector that allows for visualization of TuMV-

inoculated cells from secondarily infected cells
To discriminate virus-inoculated cells from secondarily infected cells in plants, we
generated a plant expression vector (designated pCBTuMV-GFP//mCherry, WT) that
contains two separate expression cassette: one containing a GFP coding sequence
embedded in the TuMV genome and the other encoded mCherry fluorescent protein
fused with a luminal ER retention signal (HDEL) (Fig 2.1A). Both GFP and mCherry
fluorescent protein are expressed in the agroinfiltrated cells (or primarily infected cells),
leading to the emission of both green and red fluorescence. As the virus tagged by GFP
replicates and moves to the neighboring cells, the secondarily infected cells emit only
green fluorescence.
To test the infectivity of pCBTuMV-GFP//mCherry (WT), the plasmid WT was
transformed into Agrobacterium tumefaciens GV3101 and agroinfiltrated into threeweek-old Nicotiana benthamina leaves with a very low concentration of agrobacterial
cells (OD600 0.001). TuMV cell-to-cell movement did not initiate until approximately
three days post inoculation (dpi). The optimal time point for observation of viral cell-tocell movement was 4 dpi when secondarily infected cells emitted strong green
fluorescence whereas inoculated cells emitted green and red fluorescence (Fig 2.1B).
Virus systemic infection was observed at five to seven dpi in the newly emerging leaves
showing strong green fluorescence under UV light (Fig 2.1C). As expected, no detectable
green fluorescence was observed in the buffer-inoculated leaf tissues of the plants (mock)
(Fig 2.1C). Typical symptoms such as mosaic, chlorosis, and stunting were observed on
WT-inoculated plants and no symptoms developed on the mock plants (data not shown).
Viral infection was further confirmed on systemic leaves of WT-inoculated plants by RTPCR using specific primers for the amplification of the coding sequence for CP, and by
Western blot (WB) for the detection of TuMV CP using anti-TuMV antibodies at 7 dpi
(Fig 2.1D).
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Our results indicate that pCBTuMV-GFP//mCherry is a TuMV infectious clone that may
serve as a powerful system for studying viral intercellular movement.
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Figure 2.1 Construction of a TuMV infectious clone suitable for monitoring viral
cell-to-cell movement.
(A) Schematic representation of the infectious clone pCBTuMV-GPF//mCherry (WT) for
distinguishing between primary and secondary infection sites. GFP was inserted between
P1 and HC-Pro cistrons of the TuMV genome. (B) Confocal images of pCBTuMVGPF//mCherry agroinfiltrated into N. benthamiana leaf epidermal cells. The recombinant
TuMV virus tagged by GFP moved from the primarily infected cells (emitting both green
and red fluorescence) to the secondarily infected cells (emitting only green fluorescence)
at 4 dpi. Arrows illustrate TuMV intercellular movement. Scale bar, 100 µm. (C) WT
established successful systemic infection on N. benthamiana plant. Infection was
monitored by visualization of GFP fluorescence under UV light at 7 dpi. (D) RT-PCR
and Western blot analysis of systemic leaves of N. benthamiana plant at 7 dpi.
TuMV‐specific primers were used for detection of positive‐strand viral RNA. NbActin
served as a control. Total proteins extracts were probed with TuMV CP antibodies. The
Coomassie Brilliant Blue-stained rubisco large subunit (RuBP‐L) served as a loading
control.
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2.3.2

TuMV CP is dispensable for virus replication, but critical for cell-to-cell

movement
Previously, CP has been shown to be critical for TEV and SMV cell-to-cell movement
(Dolja et al., 1994; Dolja et al., 1995; Seo et al., 2013). To determine if CP is required for
TuMV intercellular movement, a CP deletion mutant (ΔCP) was constructed by deleting
the CP coding sequence except for five amino acids at the N and C termini (Fig 2.2A). In
addition, a replication-defective GDD deletion mutant (ΔGDD) was also generated by
deletion of the highly conserved GDD motif of the viral RNA-dependent RNA
polymerase NIb (Fig 2.2A). Agrobacterial cells harboring WT, ΔCP, and ΔGDD
respectively, were infiltrated into N. benthamina leaf cells. At 4 dpi, a cluster of cells
emitting only green fluorescence in WT-inoculated N. benthamina leaf, indicating viral
intercellular movement. However, both ΔCP and ΔGDD were restricted to single cells
that emitted both green and red fluorescence under confocal microscope (Fig 2.2B),
suggesting ΔCP and ΔGDD mutants failed to move from the primarily infected cell to the
neighboring cells. No intercellular movement for ΔCP and ΔGDD mutants was observed
even at 5, 6 and 7 dpi by confocal microscopy (data not shown). In plants agroinfiltrated
with the ΔCP mutant, no green fluorescence was detectable in the upper new leaves under
UV light at 9 dpi (Fig 2.2B). Consistently, viral RNA was not detected by RT-PCR in
these new leaves (Fig 2.2C). No typical symptoms and viral RNA were detected in ΔCPinoculated plants over 35 dpi (data not shown).
As described above, virus intercellular movement does not occur approximately until 72
dpi. Therefore, TuMV replication in the primarily infected cells may be evaluated by
quantification of viral RNA accumulation in the inoculated leaves at 54 hpi using RTPCR. Quantitative RT-PCR (qRT-PCR) detected a comparable level of viral genomic
RNA in ΔCP-inoculated leaves to that of WT-inoculated leaves (Fig 2.2D), indicating
ΔCP mutant exhibits normal RNA amplification compared to WT.
I further carried out a protoplast transfection assay. Since transfection efficiency with
pCBTuMV-GFP//mcherry by the PEG method was low (data not shown), I used
pCambiaGFP-TuMV (pCam-WT) as a parental clone and constructed two mutants named
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pCambiaGFP-ΔCP (pCam-ΔCP) and pCambiaGFP-ΔGDD (pCam-ΔGDD) where CP and
GDD were deleted, respectively. N. benthamiana mesophyII protoplasts were isolated
and transfected with pCam-WT, pCam-ΔGDD and pCam-ΔCP, respectively. qRT-PCR
was performed to quantify TuMV genomic RNA at 24 hours post transfection (hpt). As
expected, the negative control pCam-ΔGDD mutant showed a dramatically decreased
viral RNA accumulation level in comparison with pCam-WT (Fig 2.2E). However, the
pCam-ΔCP mutant showed a similar viral RNA accumulation level to that of pCam-WT
(Fig 2.2E), suggesting that deletion of CP had no significant effect on TuMV replication
in N. benthamiana protoplasts. Taken together, these data suggest that CP is dispensable
for TuMV replication but is required for TuMV cell-to-cell movement.
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Figure 2.2 CP is required for TuMV cell-to-cell movement but not for viral
replication.
(A) Schematic representation of WT virus and viral mutants ΔGDD (deletion of the GDD
motif of RdRp form WT virus) and ΔCP (deletion of the CP coding region from WT
virus). (B) Analysis of cell-to-cell movement and long-distance movement of WT,
ΔGDD and ΔCP in N. benthamiana plant. Confocal images are taken at 4 dpi on
infiltrated leaf to determine cell-to-cell movement ability. Note that both ΔGDD and ΔCP
were restricted in singles cells comparing to WT formed large foci. Scale bar = 100 µm.
Long-distance movement was monitored via GFP fluorescence under UV light at 9 dpi.
(C) RT-PCR analysis of systemic leaf of inoculated plants at 9 dpi. TuMV specific
primers are used to detect viral positive-strand RNA and NbActin transcripts were
severed as internal control. (D) qRT-PCR analysis of viral RNA accumulation of WT or
mutants-infiltrated leaves. Total RNA was extracted from agroinfiltrated leaves at 54 hpi
and used for RT-qPCR. mCherry transcripts were used as normalization control. Error
bars represent the standard deviation of three biological replicates. Statistically
significant difference was determined by unpaired two-tailed Student’s test. (***, P <
0.001; NS, Non-significant). (E) qRT-PCR analysis of viral RNA accumulation of WT or
mutants-infected protoplasts at 24 hpi. Total RNA was extracted from transfected
protoplasts at 24 hpi and was subjected to qRT-PCR. NbActin was used as normalization
control. Error bars represent the standard deviation of three biological replicates.
Statistically significant difference was determined by unpaired two-tailed Student’s test.
(***, P < 0.001; NS, Non-significant).
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2.3.3

The core domain and C-terminus of CP are critical for TuMV cell-to-cell

movement, whereas the N-terminal amino acids 6-50 are dispensable for viral movement
and virion assembly
To determine which domain of CP plays an important role on TuMV cell-to-cell
movement, I constructed four CP truncated mutants CPΔ6-50aa (ΔN), CPΔ51-199aa
(ΔM), CPΔ200-288aa (ΔC1) and CPΔ265-274aa (ΔC2), where CP amino acid residues 6
to 50, 51 to 199, 200 to 288 and 265 to 274 were deleted, respectively (Fig 2.3A).
Agroinfiltration infection assay showed both the WT virus and the ΔN mutant could
systemically infect the N. benthamiana plants at 9 dpi and that green fluorescence was
clearly observed in the upper new leaves under UV light (Fig 2.3C). However, ΔM, ΔC1
and ΔC2 failed to infect N. benthamiana systemically since no green fluorescence was
observed under UV light at 9 dpi (Fig 2.3C), neither ΔM, ΔC1 nor ΔC2-inoculated plants
developed any detectable symptoms for up to 35 days (Fig 2.3D). Total RNA was
extracted from the upper new leaves at 9 and 35 dpi and subjected to RT-PCR with
TuMV specific primers. No viral RNA was detected in the upper new leaves of ΔM, ΔC1
or ΔC2-inoculated plants (Fig 2.3E). The fact that ΔM, ΔC1and ΔC2 fail to establish
systemic infection lead me to speculate that these truncated mutants might exhibit
abnormal cell-to-cell movement ability. The inoculated N. benthamiana leaves were then
subjected to confocal microscopy at 4 dpi. WT virus induced large foci of green
fluorescence throughout the inoculated leaf area (Fig 2.3B). In contrast, infection by
∆GDD, ΔM, ΔC1 or ΔC2 was restricted to the primarily infected cells emitting both green
and red fluorescence signals, indicating amino acids 51-199, 200-288 and 265 to 274 of
CP are critical for TuMV cell-to-cell movement (Fig 2.3B).
Interestingly, the mutant ΔN systemically infected the N. benthamiana plants (Fig 2.3C
and D) and showed the ability to move intercellularly as the WT virus (Fig 2.3B). These
results demonstrated that the N-terminal region from amino acids 6 to 50 of CP is
dispensable for TuMV cell-to-cell movement and long-distance movement. To determine
whether ΔN can form virions in the infected plant cells, crude virion preparations were
obtained from the N. benthamiana protoplasts transfected with ΔN or the upper new
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leaves of the N. benthamiana agroinfiltrated with ΔN. TEM with negative staining
visualized morphologically typical TuMV virions (around 600 to 1000 nm long and 1520 nm wide, flexuous and filamentous) in both samples (Fig 2.4A). I also verified the
presence of viral CP and viral RNA by western blot assay and RT-PCR in both the crude
virion preparations (Fig 2.4B and C). These results indicate that the N-terminal amino
acids 6 to 50 of CP are not required for TuMV virion assembly.
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Figure 2.3 Effects of truncated mutations of CP on TuMV cell-to-cell movement and
long-distant movement.
(A) Schematic representation of truncated CP mutants. (B) Analysis of cell-to-cell
movement of truncated CP mutants. Confocal images were taken from infiltrated leaves
at 4 dpi. Scale bar = 100 µm. (C) Analysis of systemic infection of truncated CP mutants.
The long-distance movement was monitored by visualization of GFP fluorescence under
UV light at 9 dpi. (D) Phenotypes of N. benthamiana plants infected by truncated CP
mutants at 35 dpi. Scale bar = 10 cm. (E) RT-PCR analysis of viral RNA from systemic
leaf of N. benthamiana plants inoculated by truncated CP mutants at 9 dpi and 35 dpi.
TuMV specific primers were used to detect viral positive-strand RNA.
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Figure 2.4 The N-terminus of CP is dispensable for TuMV virion assembly.
(A) Analysis of virion assembly ability of ΔN mutant by TEM. Crude virion preparations
were obtained from the N. benthamiana protoplasts transfected with ΔN at 48 hpi or the
upper new leaves of the N. benthamiana agroinfiltrated with ΔN at 12 dpi. The
preparation was subjected to negative staining and TEM. Scale bar = 200 nm. (B) RTPCR analysis of viral RNA extracted from ΔN-infected protoplasts of N. benthamiana
leaves at 48 hpi or from the upper new leaves of N. benthamiana plant agroinfiltrated
with ΔN at 12 dpi. RT-PCR with TuMV specific primers were used to detect viral
positive-strand RNA. (C) Western blot analysis of total proteins extracted from ΔNinfected protoplasts or leaf tissues indicated in (B). Total proteins extracts were probed
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with TuMV CP antibody. The Coomassie Brilliant Blue-stained rubisco large subunit
(RuBP‐L) serves as a loading control.
2.3.4

Identification of amino acids in TuMV CP essential for virus cell-to-cell

movement via point mutation analyses
As shown above, the core domain and C-terminus of CP are critical for TuMV
intercellular movement. To further determine which amino acids in the core and Cterminus are critical for viral intercellular movement, I first did the protein sequence
alignment among seven species in the genus of potyvirus and selected conserved and
charged amino acids for substitution with alanine. I generated twelve point mutants and
evaluated the effects of those mutants on viral movement and virion assembly (Fig 2.5A).
I found that the point mutants R195 A, D257 A, E265 A, and D274 A (designated as group 1
mutants) could systemically infect N. benthamiana at 10 dpi, 22 dpi and 35 dpi, and the
infected plants showed severe symptoms similar to WT-infected plants (Fig 2.5B and C;
Table 2.1). At 4 dpi, these mutants established large infection loci in the inoculated leaf
as indicated by green fluorescence under confocal microscopy (Fig 2.5B). These data
suggest that substitution of the charged amino acids R195, D257, E265, and D274 with alanine
does not affect TuMV cell-to-cell and long-distance movement.
Different from WT and group 1 mutants, the point mutants E268A, R269A and the double
mutant ER268/269AA (ER) (designated as group 2 mutants) exhibited a significant delay in
the onset of systemic symptoms in inoculated plants at 10 dpi, 22 dpi and 35 dpi (Fig
2.5B and C; Table 2.1). Consistently, I found that the viral RNA level of these mutants
was reduced in the inoculated leaf at 4 dpi and in the systemically infected leaf at 10 dpi
when compared to that of WT (Fig 2.5D and E). I further examined the CP protein level
at 15 dpi in the systemically infected leaf with the mutants, and found the reduced CP
level in the N. benthamiana plants infected by the mutant E268A, R269A or ER compared
to that in WT-infected plants (Fig 2.6B). As defective intercellular movement might
result in the delayed systemic infection, we further examined the cell-to-cell movement
ability of the group 2 mutants. At 4 dpi, in the leaf tissue of N. benthamiana
agroinfiltrated with WT, in addition to the primary infection cell highlighted by double
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fluorescence, a bunch of surrounding cells emitted only green fluorescence, indicating a
strong ability of WT to move between cells (Fig 2.5B). In contrast, a very limited number
of cells emitted green fluorescence in the N. benthamiana leaf agroinfiltrated with E268A,
R269A or ER, particularly last two mutants (Fig 2.5B). These results suggest that the
amino acid residues E268 and R269 are critical for efficient viral movement and the delayed
onset of systemic symptoms by group 2 mutants could be due to defects in viral cell-tocell movement.
Among these twelve point mutants, I also found that five mutants R178A, R178D, D222A,
D222R and the double mutant DR in which Arg (residue 178) and Asp (residue 222) are
switched (designated as group 3 mutants) completely lost the ability to move between
cells as green fluorescence in the leaf agroinfiltrated with these mutants were restricted in
the primary infection cells (Fig 2.5B). No viral RNA was detected in the upper new
leaves of the N. benthamiana plants agroinfiltrated with the group 3 mutants by qPCR at
10 dpi (Fig 2.5E) and no symptoms could be observed throughout the experimental
period (Fig 2.5C). Taken together, the amino acid residues R178 and D222 are critical for
TuMV cell-to-cell movement.
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Figure 2.5 Effects of CP point mutants on TuMV cell-to-cell movement and systemic
infection.
(A) Protein sequences alignment of CP derived from various potyviruses. The
abbreviated species names and their GenBank accession numbers are as follows: TuMV:
Turnip mosaic virus (NC_002509); TEV: Turnip etch virus (NC_001555); SMV:
Soybean mosaic virus (FJ807700); PVA: Potato virus A (NC_004039); WMV:
Watermelon mosaic virus (NC_006262); PPV: Plum pox virus (NC_001445); TVMV:
Tobacco vein mottling virus (NC_001768). Asterisks indicate identical residues and
amino acids subjected to substitution are colored in green. (B) Analysis of cell-to-cell
movement and systemic infection of CP point mutants. Confocal images were taken from
infiltrated leaves at 4 dpi. Scale bar = 100 µm. Images of upper uninfiltrated leaves were
taken at 10 dpi. (C) Phenotypes of various CP point mutants-infected N. benthamiana
plant at 35 dpi. (D) qRT-PCR analysis of viral RNA from the infiltrated leaf of N.
benthamiana plant inoculated with various CP point mutants at 4 dpi. NbActin was used
as an internal control. (E) Quantification of viral RNA from systemic leaf from N.
benthamiana plant inoculated by various CP point mutants at 10 dpi by qRT-PCR.
NbActin was used as an internal control.
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Table 2.1 Effect of TuMV CP point mutants on systemic infection of N. benthamiana

a

Infectivity is defined as the number of systemically infected plants/number of inoculated plants.

Systemic leaves were examined by symptom appearance, UV light and RT-PCR using TuMV CP
specific primers. Results of 3 trials were combined.
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2.3.5

Effects of point mutations in TuMV CP on virion assembly

As viral cell-to-cell movement is often correlated with virion assembly (Dolja et al.,
1994; Dolja et al., 1995; Seo et al., 2013), I examined if TuMV movement-defective CP
mutants could assemble morphologically normal virions.
To determine the effects of point mutations in TuMV CP on virion assembly, I harvested
the upper new symptomatic leaves of the N. benthamiana plants inoculated with group 1
or 2 mutants at 15 dpi, examined virion assembly using transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) with negative staining, and evaluated CP expression using western blot with
antibodies against TuMV CP. As shown in Fig 2.6A, group 1 mutants yielded typical
flexuous and filamentous virions of potyviruses as WT, and a protein of approximately
34 KDa, corresponding to the predicted size for TuMV CP, was detected in crude virion
preparations from group 1 mutants-infected plants (Fig 2.6B). The CP level in the plants
inoculated with group 1 mutants was similar to that in WT-infected plants (Fig 2.6B).
Interestingly, despite the drastically reduced CP level of group 2 mutants (Fig 2.6B),
virions in the crude virus preparation from group 2 mutants-infected plants were
morphologically similar to those from WT-infected plants (Fig 2.6B), suggesting group 2
mutants exhibited slow cell-to-cell movement with delayed onset of systemic infection
likely independent of virion assembly.
For asymptomatic N. benthamiana plants inoculated by group 3 mutants, I checked if
they could form regular virion in N. benthamiana mesophyll protoplasts. Mesophyll
protoplasts were isolated and transfected with infectious clones pCambiaGFP-WT,
pCambiaGFP-R178A and pCambiaGFP-D222A, and crude virion preparations were made
and then subjected to western blot and TEM. As expected, the CP protein and typical
virons were detected from the sample prepared from the protoplasts transfected with WT
(Fig 2.6C and D). However, no virions were found from the protoplasts transfected with
the cell-to-cell movement deficient mutants R178A and D222A (Fig 2.6C). Interestingly,
the CP level of R178A and D222A was very low compared to that of WT (Fig 2.6D). These
results suggested that R178 and D222 are required for TuMV virion assembly and
mutations of R178 and D222 likely affect CP stability.
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Figure 2.6 Effects of point mutations in TuMV CP on virion assembly.
(A) TEM examination of virion assembly of point mutants that can systemically infect N.
benthamiana plants. Red arrows indicate typical TuMV virions. (B) Western blot
analysis of various point mutants that can establish systemic infection of N. benthamiana
plants. Total proteins extracts from the upper leaf at 15 dpi were probed with TuMV CP
antibody. The Coomassie Brilliant Blue-stained rubisco large subunit (RuBP‐L) served as
a loading control. (C) TEM analysis failed to detect virions in R178A or D222A infected N.
benthamiana protoplasts. (D) Western blot analysis of TuMV CP in N. benthamiana
protoplasts transfected with R178A or D222A mutants at 48 hpi. Total proteins extracts
were probed with TuMV CP antibody or GFP antibody.
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2.3.6

Mapping the domains essential for CP self-interaction

Previous studies showed that CP self-interaction is critical for SMV cell-to-cell
movement (Seo et al., 2013). To investigate domains required for TuMV CP selfinteraction, I constructed various truncated CP mutants and examined their selfinteractions by both Y2H and BiFC analysis. Based on computer-assisted prediction of
the secondary structure of TuMV CP, I divided TuMV CP into three fragments and
generated five deletion mutants: F1, ∆F1, F3, ∆F3 and M, consisting of amino acid
residues 1-50, 51-288, 200-288, 1-199 and 51-199, respectively (Fig 2.7A).
Co-expression of YN-CP/YC-CP, YN-F1/YC-F1, YN-∆F1/YC-∆F1, YN-∆F3/YC-∆F3
and YN-M/YC-M, respectively, resulted in strong yellow fluorescence in the cytoplasm
of N. benthamiana epidermal cells at 2 dpi (Fig 2.7B). By contrast, co-infiltration of YNF3 and YC-F3 resulted in no detectable fluorescence (Fig 2.7B). No fluorescent signal
was detected from negative control (co-expression of YN-CP and YC) (data not shown).
These data suggest that F1 and M domain contains the CP-CP interaction functional
domains, and F3 domain is dispensable for CP self-interaction.
I further conducted Y2H assay. In agreement with BiFC data, yeast cells harboring
combinations of CP-AD and CP-BD, F1-AD and F1-BD, ∆F1-AD and ∆F1-BD, ∆F3-AD
and ∆F3-BD, M-AD and M-BD, respectively, could grow on the QDO selection medium,
whereas yeast cells containing F3-AD and F3-BD could not (Fig. 2.7C). Taken together
(Fig 2.7B, C and D), I conclude that F1 (amino acids 1-50) and M (amino acids 51-199)
but not F3 (amino acids 200-288) contains the domains required for TuMV CP selfinteraction.
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Figure 2.7 Mapping the domains required for TuMV CP self-interaction.
(A) Schematic representation of CP deletion mutants. Full-length CP (CP-full) was
divided into five fragments by overlapping PCR. (B) BiFC analysis of CP truncated
mutants in planta. Strong fluorescence was observed in the N. benthamiana leaf coinfiltrated with YN-F1/YC-F1, YN-∆F1/YC-∆F1, YN-∆F3/YC-∆F3 and YN-M/YC-M,
respectively at 48 hpi. No fluorescence was observed when YN-F3 was co-expressed
with YC-F3. Combination of YN-CP/YC-CP was served as positive control. Experiments
were repeated three times with similar results. Bars are shown. (C) Y2H analysis of CP
truncated mutants in yeast. Yeast competent cells co-transformed with bait and prey
plasmids were plated on double dropout (DDO) media lacking tryptophan and leucine to
test for double transformation, and on quadruple dropout (QDO) media lacking
tryptophan, leucine, histidine and adenine, for protein interaction. Yeast co-transformed
with AD-CP and BD-CP served as positive control. (D) Summary of Y2H and BiFC
analyses. Different combinations tested by Y2H and BiFC were shown. +, fluorescence
detected in BiFC analysis or colonies appeared on QDO selection medium in Y2H
analysis; ₋, fluorescence not detected in BiFC experiment or no colonies appeared on
QDO selection medium in Y2H analysis.
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2.3.7

Characterization of the CP point mutant R178A

As shown above, the point mutation R178A of CP abolished the viral intercellular
movement. To understand the possible underlying mechanisms, I first compared the
subcellular localization of R178A with wild-type CP (CPWT). The coding regions of CPWT
or R178A were cloned into Gateway destination vector pEarlyGate101 to create the
transient expression vectors 101-CPWT and 101-R178A. These vectors were agroinfiltrated
into N. benthamiana leaf cells to express CPWT and R178A and compare their subcellular
localization at 48 hpi by confocal microscopy. The mutant R178A and CPWT showed
similar subcellular localization that are mainly localized in the cytoplasm (Fig 2.8A).
Because CP self-interaction is required for viral movement (Weber and Bujarski, 2015),
and the CP and CI interaction is implicated in potyviral cell-to-cell movement (Wang,
2013a), I investigated if the mutant R178A has the ability to self-interact and interact with
CI in yeast and/or in planta. As shown in Fig 2.8B and C, that the mutant R178A exhibited
normal self-interaction in yeast, and also interacted with CI in planta.
Previous studies also suggested that the CP-RNA interaction is indispensable for plant
viral movement and potyvirus virion assembly begins near 5’UTR (Wu and Shaw, 1998;
Weber and Bujarski, 2015; Serra-Soriano et al., 2017). I thus examined whether the CP
mutant R178A can bind to TuMV 5’UTR. Electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA)
was performed with an in vitro transcribed RNA probe corresponding to the 5’UTR of
the TuMV genome (nucleotides 1-231) and the recombinant TuMV CP and CP mutant
R178A were expressed and purified from Escherichia coli. Indeed, TuMV CP bound to
the 5’ UTR of TuMV genomic RNA (Fig 2.7D). The EMSA results also showed that the
CP mutant R178A can bind to the 5’ UTR of TuMV (Fig 2.7D). Therefore, the point
mutation R178A does not affect the ability of CP to bind to the 5’UTR of TuMV genomic
RNA.
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Figure 2.8 The CP point mutant R178A exhibits normal subcellular localization, selfinteraction, CI interaction and binding ability with TuMV 5’ UTR.
(A) Subcellular localization analysis of wild-type CP and R178A. Agrobacterial cells
harboring YFP-CP or YFP-R178A were infiltrated in N. benthamiana epidermal cells.
Strong fluorescence was detected mainly in the cytoplasm for both constructs at 48 hpi.
(B) Y2H analysis of R178A self-interaction. Yeast competent cells co-transformed with
bait and prey plasmids were plated on quadruple dropout (QDO) media for protein
interaction. Yeast co-transformed with AD-CP and BD-CP served as positive control.
The combination of AD-CP and BD was used as negative control. (C) BiFC analysis of
the CP-CI interaction in planta. Strong fluorescence was observed in the N. benthamiana
leaf co-infiltrated with YN-CI/YC-CP or YN-CI/YC-R178A at 48 hpi. No fluorescence
was observed when YN-CI was co-expressed with YC. Experiments were repeated three
times. (D) Electrophoretic gel mobility shift assay of wild-type CP and R178A. RNA
probe of 231 bp was synthesized form TuMV 5’UTR and the recombinant CP WT and
R178A protein were expressed and purified from E. coli BL21 (DE3) cells. RNA
transcripts were incubated with increasing amount of purified CPWT or R178A protein,
respectively. The RNA-protein mixture was subjected to agarose gel electrophoresis. The
positions of bound CP-RNA complexes and free RNA are indicated on the right.
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2.3.8

R178A is less stable than wild-type CP

Since reduced CP accumulation was observed in N. benthamiana mesophyll protoplasts
transfected with the TuMV infectious clone mutant R178A (Fig 2.6D), I speculated that
R178A is not stable as wild-type CP. To confirm this assumption, I conducted a transient
expression assay to express wild-type CP and the point mutant CP R178A using the
expression vectors 101-CPWT and 101-R178A. At 48 hpi, total protein extracts isolated
from the agroinfiltrated leaf were analyzed by immunoblotting using both anti-TuMV
and anti-GFP antibodies. The CP mutant R178A accumulated at a lower level than wildtype CP (Fig 2.9A and B), suggesting R178A is less stable than wild-type CP.

Figure 2.9 R178A is less stable than wild-type CP.
(A) Western blot analysis of transient expression of wild-type CP or the CP point mutant
R178A. Total proteins extracts from inoculated leaf at 2 dpi were probed with TuMV CP
antibody. The comparable protein loading was revealed by Coomassie Brilliant Blue
staining (CBB). (B) Western blot analysis of transient expression of wild-type CP or the
CP point mutant R178A. Total proteins extracts from the inoculated leaf at 2 dpi were
probed with Anti-GFP antibody. The comparable protein loading was monitored by CBB.
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2.4

Discussion

Potyviral CP is a multifunctional protein that has been suggested to play essential roles in
the infection process. In this study, I chose TuMV as a model virus to study CP functions.
At first, I deleted the CP coding region in a TuMV infection clone and found this CP
deletion mutant could replicate in plant cells like the wild-type virus (Fig 2.2D and E).
but lost the ability to spread into neighboring cells (Fig 2.2B). I concluded that TuMV CP
is not required for viral replication. Therefore, I was concentrated on the elucidation of
CP’s functional roles related to cell-to-cell movement. For the convenience of study, I
divided TuMV CP into three parts, N-terminal domain, core domain and C-terminal
domain. I also constructed a plant expression vector containing a TuMV infectious clone
tagged by GFP and another separate cassette to express red fluorescent protein. As this
vector allows for visualization and detection of primary and secondary infection cells
(Fig 2.1), it is a powerful tool to study TuMV cell-to-cell movement mechanisms. I used
this vector and examined the effects of TuMV CP deletion and point mutants on TuMV
cell-to-cell, long-distance movement and virion assembly.
The role of the N-terminal domain of TuMV CP in viral cell-to-cell movement and
virion assembly
Previous studies suggested that the N-terminal domain of potyviral CPs is variable among
potyviruses and is exposed on the surface of virus particles (Allison et al., 1985b; Shukla
et al., 1988; Dolja et al., 1991). Recently, Zamora and colleagues have, for the first time,
reported the cryo-electron microscopy (cryoEM) structure of CP of a potyvirus
(Watermelon mosaic virus, WMV) at a resolution of 4.0 Å (Zamora et al., 2017). WMV
CP has a core domain rich in α helices, a long N-terminal arm, and a C-terminal arm
(Zamora et al., 2017). In this study, I report that the N-terminal domain of TuMV CP is
dispensable for viral normal cell-to-cell movement, long-distance movement and virion
assembly, as deletion of amino acids 6 to 50 of TuMV CP has no negative effect on viral
movement in N. benthamiana leaf and virion assembly both in N. benthamiana leaf and
protoplasts (Fig 2.3 and 2.4). My finding is different from an early report in which the
ΔN mutant of TEV (CP truncated mutant lacking the N-terminal amino acids 5 to 29)
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exhibits slow cell-to-cell movement and fails to establish systemic infection (Dolja et al.,
1994). Apparently, although both TEV and TuMV are members of potyviruses, TuMV
can manage to tolerate the deletion of the N-terminal domain. Thus, the requirement of
the variable N-terminal domain for potyviral cell-to-cell movement and systemic
infection might depend from virus to virus.
Indeed, Tatineni and colleagues have recently shown that the N-terminal domain (amino
acids 6 to 27) of CP of Wheat streak mosaic virus (WMSV), a member of the genus
Tritimovirus in the family Poryviriade is not essential for long-distance movement but
required for efficient cell-to-cell movement (Tatineni et al., 2014). Then, the questions
are: What is the role of those amino acids in TuMV infection? and, why would TuMV
keep those amino acids if they are dispensable for viral movement and virion assembly
during the long time evolution? A possible explanation is that the N-terminus of TuMV
CP could be required for insect transmission as this is the case for Tobacco vein mottling
virus (TVMV, the genus: potyvirus) and the N-terminal domain of CP is critical for aphid
transmission of TVMV (Atreya et al., 1991). In addition, it is also possible that the Nterminal amino acids are involved in other functions in TuMV biology such as
determination of host range. Further work is needed to unravel the specific function of
the N-terminus of CP.
The role of the core domain of CP in TuMV cell-to-cell and long-distance movement
and virion assembly
In this study, I found that the core domain of TuMV CP is indispensable for viral cell-tocell and long-distance movement and virion assembly (Fig 2.3, 2.5 and 2.6). I further
generated various point mutants to substitute charged amino acids in the core domain and
to identify key amino acids for viral cell-to-cell movement. I found that point mutations
R178A, R178D, D222A and D222R and double mutations DR of TuMV CP abolish TuMV
cell-to-cell movement in N. benthamiana plants (Fig 2.5B), and R178A and D222A failed
to form detectable virions in transfected N. benthamiana protoplasts (Fig 2.6C),
suggesting these Arg (R) and Asp (D) residues are critical for TuMV intercellular
movement and virion assembly. My findings are consistent with Dojia and colleagues’
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early work (Dolja et al., 1994) showing that TEV CP mutants containing similar
substitutions on charged amino acids in the core domain of CP are defective in cell-tocell movement and virion formation as well as a recent work by Tatineni et al.
demonstrating that the analogous point mutation in tritimoviral CPs also abolishes cellto-cell movement and virion assembly (Tatineni et al., 2014).
Positively charged arginine residues of CP can interact with negatively charged aspartic
acid residues, which may construct a salt bridge crucial for CP assembly and structural
stability (Dolja et al., 1991). Interestingly, my double-substitution mutant DR in which
Arg (residue 178) and Asp (residue 222) are switched is defective-viral intercellular
movement (Fig. 2.5B) and virion assembly (data not shown). Consistently, Dolja et al.
reported that a similar DR mutant of TEV is unable to assembly in transfected protoplasts
(Dolja et al., 1994). Therefore, the salt bridge model cannot explain these observations. It
is possible that these charged amino acid residues are important for timely proper folding
upon translation to form the 3D structure. Thus, substitutions of these charged amino
acids would affect the functionality of CP.
The role of the C-terminal domain of TuMV CP in viral cell-to-cell movement
Previous studies suggested that the C-terminus of potyviral CP is exposed on the virion
surface and possesses a disordered short segment at the very end (Shukla et al., 1988;
Zamora et al., 2017). In this study, I found that the C-terminal domain of TuMV CP is
required for viral cell-to-cell movement as deletion of amino acids 200 to 288 or 265 to
274 of TuMV CP abolished viral cell-to-cell movement (Fig 2.3B). Furthermore, a single
point mutation of CP (the mutants E268A and R269A) and a double mutant (the mutant ER)
compromised the cell-to-cell movement ability of TuMV, leading to a significant delay in
the onset of systemic symptoms (Fig 2.5 and Table 2.1). My findings are well in
agreement with previous reports that deletion of the C-terminal 17 amino acids of TEV
CP resulted in slow cell-to-cell movement (Dolja et al., 195), and substitution of the
amino acid residue R245 or D250 with alanine in the C-terminus of SMV CP disrupted
viral cell-to-cell movement (Dolja et al., 1995; Seo et al., 2013). Therefore, the Cterminus of potyviral CP plays a critical role in viral cell-to-cell movement.
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Then, how does the C-terminal domain function to support potyviral intercellular
movement? It has been suggested that the C-terminus of SMV CP is involved in CP
intersubunit interactions, which seems essential for viral cell-to-cell movement (Kang et
al., 2006; Seo et al., 2013). Different from this, the C-terminus of TuMV CP is
dispensable for CP self-interactions (Fig 2.7), suggesting there exists a different
mechanism. Further study is needed to elucidate this. It is possible that the C-terminus of
TuMV CP is required for CP-vRNA binding since the C-terminus of WMV CP is
positioned at the inner side of WMV viral particles where the direct interaction of CP and
vRNA occurs (Zamora et al., 2017). Alternatively, the C-terminus of TuMV CP could be
the functional domain for the CP interactions with other key players that regulate TuMV
cell-to-cell movement, such as other viral proteins and host factors.
Conclusion remarks
In my study, I found that the movement-defective point mutants R178A and D222A are
unable to form virions in protoplasts. This is also true for several other potyvirid species
including TEV, and WSMV (Dolja et al., 1994; Tatineni et al., 2014). It is very tempting
to suggest that there is a correlation between virion assembly and potyviral intercellular
movement. This leads me to further suggest that virion assembly is essential for potyviral
cell-to-cell movement. This assumption contrasts with a recent report by the Laliberte
group in which TuMV was suggested to move as VRCs for cell-to-cell movement based
on the observations that the motile 6K2-containing vesicles (VRCs) enable vRNA
transport to PDs by trafficking along ER/microfilaments and can even pass PD to the
neighboring cells (Grangeon et al., 2012a; Grangeon et al., 2013). However, I cannot
exclude the possibility that TuMV and related viruses move as RNPs where CP may
function through protein-protein and/or protein-RNA interactions involved in the
formation and transportation of RNPs intracellularly and further intercellular movement.

It is worth mentioning that although I provide evidence showing that movement-defective
mutants exhibit normal subcellular localization, CP-viral protein interaction and RNA
binding ability, it still remains unknown why these mutants fail to move intercellularly
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and why they cannot form virions. Since host factors are recruited to support viral
infection at all stages of the infection process (Wang, 2015), it would be interesting to
identify host factors that are involved in potyviral intercellular movement and investigate
the mechanistic details of their roles in the viral movement.
In summary, using various TuMV mutants, I have identified the determinants of CP
involved in TuMV cell-to-cell movement, long-distance transport and virion assembly.
Remarkably, deletion of the N-terminal 46 amino acid residues of CP has no negative
effect on TuMV movement and virion assembly, and the C-terminus of CP has no ability
to self-interact but plays an essential role in intercellular movement.

2.5

Materials and Methods

2.5.1

Construction of two fluorescent protein-tagged TuMV infectious clone

pCBTuMV-GFP//mCherry
The TuMV infectious clone, pCamibaTunos/GFP and the mini-binary vector pCB301
were obtained from Dr. Jean-François Laliberté (Institut National de la Recherché
Scientifique) and Dr. David J. Oliver (Iowa State University), respectively. The GFP
tagged TuMV infectious clone, pCBTuMV-GFP was constructed by double digestion of
pCamibaTunos/GFP with XmaI and ApaI, and then ligation of the TuMV-GFP fragment
into the corresponding sites of pCB301. Using a PPV infectious clone tagged with GFP
and mCherry-HDEL (Cui and Wang, 2016) as template, I amplified the 35S-mCherryHDEL-Nos fragment and introduced an ApaI digestion site to this fragment by PCR with
primers (ApaI-mCherry-F, TATAGGGCCCATATGTGAACATGG and ApaI-mCherryR, TATGGGCCCGTCGATCTAGTAA). The amplified fragment was digested with
ApaI and then inserted into the ApaI site of pCBTuMV-GFP to generate the TuMV
infectious clone pCBTuMV-GFP//mCherry. All the vectors were confirmed by DNA
sequencing.
2.5.2

Construction of CP mutants
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All the CP mutants constructed in this study for viral replication analysis and virion
assembly in protoplasts were based on the TuMV infectious clone pCamibaTunos/GFP.
pCBTuMV-GFP//mCherry was used as a parental virus to create the CP mutants for
studying viral intercellular movement and virion assembly in plant leaf. To create CP
mutants, the CP coding fragment (1342 bp cDNA between MluI and SaII) was amplified
by PCR from the parent plasmid pCamibaTunos/GFP using Phusion® High-Fidelity
DNA Polymerase (New England BioLabs Inc). The PCR product was then ligated into
the pCRBlunt vector (Invitrogen) resulting a recombinant plasmid named pCRBluntCP1342, which was used for deletion or introduction of single point or double mutations.
Then, the resulting intermediate clones were digested with MluI and SaII and ligated into
the corresponding sites of pCamibaTunos/GFP or pCBTuMV-GFP//mCherry.
CP deletion mutants ΔCP, ΔN, ΔM, ΔC1 and ΔC2 were generated by overlap extension
PCR using appropriate primers, twelve CP point mutants R195A, R178A, R178D, D222A,
D222R, D257A, E265A, E268A, R269A, D274A, DR and ER268,269 AA were constructed by sitedirected mutagenesis using appropriate primers. Restriction enzymes and T4 DNA ligase
were purchased from New England BioLabs Inc.
2.5.3

Protoplast isolation and transfection

Four-week-old N. benthamiana plants were used for mesophyll protoplast isolation
transfection by following the procedure as described previously (Yoo et al., 2007). For
PEG mediated transfection, 3 × 105 isolated mesophyll protoplasts were transfected with
30 μg of plasmid DNA. Plasmid DNAs were extracted using the Maxi Plasmid Kit
Endotoxin Free (Geneaid) according to the protocol.
2.5.4

Cell-to-cell movement of TuMV CP mutants

Agrobacterium harboring TuMV CP mutants were inoculated onto four-week-old N.
benthamiana plants at OD600 0.001. The movement ability of mutants was determined by
observing the green fluorescent foci on the agroifiltrated N. benthamiana leaf using a
Leica TCS SP2 confocal laser scanning microscope (Leica, Germany) starting at 2 dpi.
2.5.5

Crude virion preparation and electron microscopy
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To obtain the crude virion preparation from systemic N. benthamiana leaf, 1 g of
symptomatic leaves were ground in a mortar and pestle with 150 µl of potassium
phosphate buffer (pH 7.0), containing 0.1% β –mercaptoethanol. Following the
centrifugation at 12,000 g for 5 min at 4°C, the supernatant was filtered through a 40 µm
Nylon Cell Strainer (Corning Incorporated, Corning, NY, USA). 50 µl of chloroform was
then added and vortexed for 1 min, the homogenate was then centrifuged at 12,000 × g
for 10 min at 4°C. The aqueous phase was collected and subjected to negative staining.
For crude virion preparation of N. benthamiana mesophyll protoplasts, 3 × 105
protoplasts were harvest at 48 or 72 hours post infection (hpi) by centrifugation at 100 ×
g for 2 min. 100 µl of potassium phosphate buffer (pH 7.0) was added to the pellet,
followed by the procedure presented above.
Formvar/carbon-coated EM grids (Electron Microscopy Sciences, Hatfield, PA, USA)
were incubated with the crude virion preparation for 2 min and stained with 2%
phosphotungstic acid (PTA), pH 7.0, for 2 min. Grids were allowed to dry prior
examination on the transmission electron microscope (JEM-1200EXII, JEOL Ltd, Japan)
operated at 80 kV.
2.5.6

qRT-PCR assay

Total RNA was extracted from N. benthamiana leaf tissues or protoplasts using the Plant
Total RNA Mini Kit (Geneaid) as instructed. For first-strand cDNA synthesis, 1 μg RNA
was pretreated by DNase I (Invitrogen) as a template, Superscript III reverse transcriptase
and an oligo (dT) 12-18 primer (Invitrogen) were used following the manufacturer’s
instruction.

For

real-time

PCR,

primer

pairs

and

GGCACTCAAGAAAGGCAAGG-3’)

TuCP-F

TuCP-R

(5’(5’-

CTCCGTCAGTTCGTAATCAGC-3’) were used for TuMV detection, the N.
benthamiana

actin

reference

GGGATGTGAAGGAGAAGTTGGC-3’)

gene

primers
and

NbActin-F
NbActin-R

(5’(5’-

ATCAGCAATGCCCGGGAACA-3’) were used for normalization. Real-time PCR
performed using SsoFast EvaGreen Supermix (Bio-Rad) and CFX96 real-time PCR
system (Bio-Rad). The relative gene expression was calculated by Bio-Rad CFX
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Manager software. All the results were shown at least three independent biological
replicates with corresponding standard errors.
2.5.7

Y2H and BiFC experiments

Yeast two-hybrid experiments were conducted using the Matchmaker two-hybrid system
(Clontech). Genes of interest were cloned into Y2H gateway vectors pDEST-GBKT7 and
pDEST-GADT7 (Lu et al., 2010) and subsequently co-transfomed into yeast cells using
the Yeastmaker™ Yeast Transformation System 2 (Clontech) as instructed. Positive
protein interactions were selected in synthetically defined medium lacking Leu, Trp, His,
and Ade (SD-LWHA).
BiFC assays were carried out to validate protein interactions in planta. The CPWT and CP
mutant genes were cloned into BiFC gateway vectors p35S-YN or p35S-YC (Lu et al.,
2010). Constructs were transiently coexpressed in 3-4 weeks old N.benthamiana leaves
through agroinfiltration. The YFP fluorescence was excited with an argon laser at 514 nm
and emission was captured between 535 and 545 nm. BiFC images were taken by
confocal microscopy (Leica TCS SP2) at 48 hours post-inoculation (hpi).
2.5.8

Electrophoretic gel mobility shift assay (EMSA)

The expression and purification of recombinant CPs was performed using the
Champion™ pET160 Gateway Expression Kit (Invitrogen). The wild-type CP and R178A
were cloned into expression vector pET160-DEST and further transformed into
Escherichia coli BL21 (DE3) cells. Protein inducing, expression and purification are
carried out according to manufacturer instructions (Invitrogen). Protein was verified by
SDS-PAGE electrophoresis followed by Coomassie blue staining and western blot.
For In vitro transcription, HiScrbe T7 High Yield RNA Synthesis Kit (New England
Biolabs) was used. RNA probe of 231 bp, corresponding to the 5’ UTR of TuMV
genome,

was

synthesized

using

the

GACGACTAATACGACTCACTATAGGGAA

following

primer

pairs:

5’
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AAAATATAAAAACTCAAC-3’and

5’-TTGGTTTGCTGTTGGTGATT-3’.

Synthesized RNA was further purified and evaluated by gel electrophoresis and
NanoDrop Spectrophotometer.
For EMSA, protein-RNA mixture was set up in a total volume of 20 µl containing 20
mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.0), 1 mM DTT, 100 mM KCl, 1 mM NaCl, 2 U of RNase inhibitor,
500 ng of RNA probe, and purified recombinant TuMV CPs. The mixture was incubated
for 20 min at room temperature, followed by agarose gel electrophoresis.
2.5.9

SDS-PAGE and Western blot analyses

Protein samples were separated on standard SDS-PAGE (12% acrylamide) gel and
subsequently either subjected to Coomassie brilliant blue staining (CBB) and destaining
or transferred to PVDF membrane (Bio-Rad) using the Trans-Blot SD Semi-Dry Transfer
Cell (Bio-Rad).
For Western blot analyse, after transfer, PVDF membranes were either probed overnight
at 4°C with polyclonal rabbit anti-TuMV CP antibody (Agdia) or anti-GFP N-terminal
antibody (Sigma-Aldrich). The membranes were washed four times with PBST and
incubated with horseradish peroxidase-conjugated goat anti-rabbit IgG (Sigma-Aldrich)
for two hours at room temperature. After four times washing in PBST, the membranes
were treated with Western chemiluminescent HRP substrate (Millipore) and exposed to
films in the dark room for visualization.
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Chapter 3

3

Patellin 3 and 6, two members of the Arabidopsis Sec14GOLD proteins, interact with both the coat protein (CP) and
cylindrical inclusion protein (CI) of Turnip mosaic virus and
inhibit virus accumulation

3.1

Abstract

A successful viral infection results from complex interaction between an invading virus
and a particular host. Molecular identification of host proteins that affect viral infection
advances knowledge of the viral infection process and assists in the development of novel
antiviral strategies. I used the coat protein (CP) of Turnip mosaic virus (TuMV) as bait
and conducted a yeast two-hybrid (Y2H) screening for CP-interacting Arabidopsis
proteins. I identified several novel protein interactions that could potentially modulate
TuMV infection. In this study, I focused on two of the novel CP-interacting partners,
PATL3 and PATL6, which are members of the Arabidopsis Patellin protein family that
are implicated in membrane trafficking, cytoskeleton dynamics and lipid metabolism.
The ability of PALT3 to associate with CP was confirmed by bimolecular fluorescence
complementation (BiFC) assay and co-immunoprecipitation (Co-IP) assay in planta. The
biological significance of PATLs was assayed by TuMV infection of PATLs T-DNA
insertion mutants and stable overexpression lines. Knockout of PATL3 or PATL6 or both
resulted in strongly increased accumulation of TuMV genomic RNA in the inoculated
Arabidopsis leaf. A comparative analysis of viral accumulation in protoplasts isolated
from wild-type plants or the knockout mutants showed that the absence of PATL3 and
PATL6 facilitates viral multiplication, whereas overexpression of PATL3 inhibits TuMV
accumulation in Arabidopsis protoplasts. These data suggest that PATL3 and PATL6
negatively regulate TuMV infection in Arabidopsis plants and protoplasts. Interestingly, a
subcellular localization study demonstrated that PATL3, but not PATL6 was
redistributed to and co-localized with virus replication complexes (VRCs) upon TuMV
infection. In addition, the viral protein cylindrical inclusion protein (CI), which presents
in VRCs and are critical for TuMV multiplication, interacted with PATL3 both in yeast
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and in planta. Therefore, I proposed that Arabidopsis protein PATL3 act as a host
restriction factor, possibly by targeting TuMV VRCs through its interaction with CI.

3.2

Introduction

Infection by plant viruses causes various symptoms in the infected plants, such as mosaic,
stunting, yellowing and necrosis. These altered phenotypes can be explained by the
interference of plant physiology and development by the virus. Plant positive-strand RNA
viruses can induce the remodelling of host cellular organelles including ER, chloroplasts,
peroxisomes, plasma membrane and PD to favor viral genome multiplication and virus
movement (Laliberte and Sanfacon, 2010; Revers and Garcia, 2015; Wang, 2015). In the
case of potyviruses, virus replication takes place in the 6K2-induced cytoplasmic vesicles
referred as the viral replication complex (VRC) that are derived from the ER. The
potyvial VRCs are composed of viral RNA, CI, NIa, NIb, P3 as well as various host
factors such as heat shock protein 70 (HSP70), poly(A) binding-protein (PABP),
eukaryotic initiation factor 4E (eIF4E), elongation factor 1A (eEF1A), DEAD-box RNA
helicase RH8 (Ivanov and Makinen, 2012; Wang, 2013b). These host factors are
recruited by the virus and physically present in VRCs for promoting viral infection.
However, little is known of the host proteins that are present in the VRC with antiviral
functions.
In the past decade, a large number of plasma membrane-associated proteins were
identified and characterized to be regulators of host-bacteria/fungi interactions by
recognizing microbes and subsequently activating signal transduction (Lefebvre et al.,
2010; Dormann et al., 2014; Nathalie and Bouhidel, 2014). More recently, a lot of
attention was placed on the study of PM-associated proteins in plant virus-host
interactions. For example, a PM-associated protein, Remorin (from remora, smaller fish
adhering to larger fishes and ships) in relation to its hydrophilicity and membrane
location was identified to be a regulator of host-virus interaction and can inhibit Potato
virus X (PVX) movement (Raffaele et al., 2009).
Turnip mosaic virus (TuMV), a member of the genus Potyvirus in the family of
Potyviridae, was considered to be the second most important virus infecting field-grown
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vegetables after Cucumber mosaic virus (CMV) (Tomlinson, 1987). The viral coat
protein (CP) of plant viruses is a multifunctional protein that is involved in various steps
of the virus infection cycle, such as viral RNA transcription, replication, virus movement,
virus transmission, activation or suppression of host defenses and symptom development
(Callaway et al., 2001; Ni and Cheng Kao, 2013). However, CP-interacting host proteins
involved in TuMV infection are largely unknown.
In order to gain more insight into host-TuMV interactions, we attempted to identify the
host proteins that interact with TuMV CP. A yeast two-hybrid screening against an
Arabidopsis cDNA library was carried out. Among the host proteins identified, I chose
two members of the Arabidopsis Patellin family, Patellin 3 (PATL3) and Patllin6
(PATL6) for further molecular characterization. Knockout of PATL3 or PATL6 or both
resulted in increased TuMV accumulation in Arabidopsis leaves and protoplasts, whereas
stable overexpression PATL3 inhibited TuMV accumulation in Arabidopsis protoplasts.
Interestingly, subcellular localization study showed that a great portion of PATL3 was
redistributed to and co-localized with virus replication complexes (VRCs) upon TuMV
infection. My data suggest that Arabidopsis protein PATL3 is the host restriction factor
that restricts TuMV infection likely by targeting VRCs.

3.3

Results

3.3.1

Identification of TuMV CP-interacting Arabidopsis proteins by Y2H screening

To identify host proteins involved in TuMV infection, I performed a yeast-two-hybrid
(Y2H) screening in an Arabidopsis cDNA library (Clontech, Cat# 630487) using TuMV
CP as bait. The screening yielded dozens of positive colonies on selective media
QDO/X/A (SD/-Leu/-Trp/-Ade/-His supplemented with X-α-Gal and Aureobasidin A).
Positive clones were further isolated by using the Easy Yeast Plasmid Isolation Kit
(Clontech, Cat# 630467), followed by E.coli transformation, plasmid purification and
DNA sequencing. Nucleotide sequence analysis revealed that these clones contained
cDNA derived from 16 different genes (Table 3.1).
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Since Y2H screening can result in false positives, I performed co-transformation
experiment to select the true positive interactions. The CDS of TuMV CP was cloned into
the Y2H gateway vector pDEST-GBKT7 (BD), termed BD-CP. The full-length CDS of
host genes of interest were amplified using Arabidopsis cDNA, fused to pDEST-GADT7
(AD) vector, and co-transformed with BD-CP into competent yeast cells, followed by
selection on QDO/X-α-Gal agar plates. This confirmation resulted in the identification of
three Arabidopsis proteins that can directly interact with TuMV CP in yeast (Figure 3.1).
Of the three host proteins, Patellin 3 (PATL3) and Patlellin 6 (PATL6) are involved in
lipid binding and membrane-trafficking events and were also reported to play a negative
role on Alfalfa mosaic virus (AMV) cell-to-cell movement (Peiro et al., 2014). The other
protein is Small nuclear ribonucleoprotein family protein, Sm-like protein (LSM1B),
which is involved in RNA binding, RNA splicing and mRNA degradation. LSM1p, the
Sm protein encoded by yeast, has been reported to be required for Brome mosaic virus
(BMV) replication in yeast (Juana Di´ez, 2000), and LSM1 is used by Hepatitis C virus
(HCV) to replicate in human cells (Nicoletta Schellera, 2009).
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Table 3.1 TuMV CP-interacting Arabidopsis protein candidates identified by Y2H
screening
Gene Locus

Protein Description

Gene
Name

AT1G72160

Patellin 3

PATL3

AT3G51670

Patellin 6

PATL6

AT4G04640

ATP synthase gamma chain1

ATPC1

AT3G14080

Small nuclear ribonucleoprotein family protein; Sm-like protein

LSM1B

AT1G02410

Cytochrome c oxidase assembly protein

COX11

AT1G43170

Ribosomal protein 1

RP1

AT1G50460

Hexokinase-like 1

HKL1

AT2G13290

Beta-1,4-N-acetylqlucosaminyltransferase family protein

AT5G52300

Low-temperature-induced 65 KDa protein

LTI65

AT5G16760

Inositol-tetrakisphosphate1-Kinase 1

ITPK1

AT5G11790

N-MYC downregulated-like 2 Protein

NDL2

AT1G01460

Phosphatidylinositol-4-phosphate 5-kinase 10

PIP5K10

AT4G17510

Ubiquitin C-terminal hydroloase3

UCH3

AT5G02790

Glutathione S-transferase family protein L3

GSTL3

AT5G22790

Reticulate-related 1

RER1

AT4G13020

Protein kinase superfamily protein

MHK
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Figure 3.1 PATL3, PATL6 and LSM1B interact with TuMV CP in yeast
Competent yeast cells co-transformed with bait and prey plasmids were plated on double
dropout (DDO) media lacking tryptophan and leucine to test for double transformation,
and on quadruple dropout (QDO) media lacking tryptophan, leucine, histidine and
adenine but supplemented with 40 µg/ml X-a-Gal, for screening for positive protein
interactions. Yeast co-transformed with AD-CP and BD-CP served as a positive control
and co-transformation of AD-empty and BD-CP was used as a negative control.
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3.3.2

PATL3 and PATL6 interact with CP in N. benthamiana cells

To determine whether TuMV CP and PATLs interact in planta, I conducted a BiFC
assay. BiFC Gateway constructs YN-CP (CP fused with the N-terminal half of YFP),
YC-CP (CP fused with the C-terminal half of YFP), YN-PATL3 (PATL3 fused with the
N-terminal half of YFP), YC-PATL3 (PATL3 fused with the C-terminal half of YFP),
YN-PATL6 (PATL6 fused with the N-terminal half of YFP), YC-PATL6 (PATL6 fused
with the C-terminal half of YFP) were generated. Co-expression of YN-CP and YCPATL3, YC-CP and YN-PATL3, YN-CP and YC-PATL6, or YC-CP and YN-PATL6 in
N. benthamiana epidermal cells via agroinfiltration resulted in strong yellow fluorescence
predominantly in the cell periphery (Fig 3.2 A). By contrast, co-expression of YC-CP and
YN, or YN-CP and YC, which served as negative controls, did not result in yellow
fluorescence (Fig 3.2 A). These results suggest that PATL3 and PATL6 can interact with
CP in N. benthamiana plant epidermal cells.
To validate the physical interaction between CP and PATL3, I performed a coimmunoprecipitation (Co-IP) assay using a Flag-tagged CP (CP-FLAG) and a
hemagglutinin (HA)-tagged PATL3 (PATL3-HA). The leaves of four-week-old N.
benthamiana plants were agroinfiltrated with CP-FLAG, PATL3-HA or the combination
of CP-FLAG with PATL3-HA. Protein extracts from infiltrated leaves were either used
directly for western blots for input detection or incubated with anti-Flag M2 affinity gel
(Sigma) for Co-IP detection. As shown, both CP and PATL3 were indeed expressed in N.
benthamiana plant when expressed individually or when co-expressed (Fig 3.2 B). For
Co-IP, the beads were washed several times and then analyzed by Western blot with
antibodies to FLAG or HA. A strong band corresponding to the predicted molecular mass
for PATL3-HA that was co-immunoprecipitated with CP-FLAG was detected using
antibodies to HA (Fig 3.2 B), indicating the presence of PATL3-CP complex in the N.
benthamiana leaf. Taken BiFC and Co-IP results together, I conclude that PATL3 can
directly interact with CP in planta.
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Figure 3.2 PATL3 and PATL6 interact with TuMV CP in N. benthamiana cells
(A) BiFC assays of CP interactions with PATL3 and PATL6 in planta. Fluorescence was
observed in the N. benthamiana leaf co-infiltrated with PATL3/CP or PATL6/CP at 48
hpi. The yellow fluorescence results from complementation of the N-terminal part of the
YFP fused with CP (YN-CP) by the C-terminal part of the YFP fused with either PATL3
or PATL6 (YC-PATL3 or YC-PATL6), or the complementation of the C-terminal part of
the YFP fused with CP (YC-CP) by the N-terminal part of the YFP fused with either
PATL3 or PATL6 (YN-PATL3 or YN-PATL6). No fluorescence was observed when
CP-YN was co-expressed with unfused C-YFP (YC) or when unfused N-YFP (YN) was
co-expressed with YC-CP. The YFP fluorescence (yellow), bright-field and the merged
images of the same cells were visualized under a confocal microscope. Experiments were
repeated three times with similar results. Bars are shown. (B) Co-immunoprecipitation of
TuMV CP with PATL3. CP and PATL3 were fused to FLAG- and HA-tagged expression
vectors, respectively. N. benthamiana leaves were co-agroinfiltrated with CP-FLAG and
PATL3-HA, or infiltrated alone with CP-FLAG or PATL3-HA. Protein extracts were
incubated with anti-Flag M2 affinity gel (Sigma). Protein samples before (Input) and
after (Co-IP) immunopurification were analyzed by immunoblotting using HA or FLAG
antibody.
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3.3.3

Isolation of patl3 and patl6 single mutants and generation of patl3patl6 double

mutant
Given the physical interaction between PATLs and CP both in yeast and in planta, and
the involvement of PATL3 and PATL6 in AMV infection (Peiro et al., 2014), I
hypothesized that PATL3 and/or PATL6 are involved in TuMV infection.
To test this hypothesis, I used PATLs knockout or knockdown T-DNA insertion mutants.
The Arabidopsis T-DNA insertions mutant lines for PATL3 and PATL6 were obtained
from the Arabidopsis Biological Resource Center (ABRC) (Fig 3.3A). Homozygous TDNA insertion lines were identified by two-step PCR genotyping (Fig 3.3B).The
resulting homozygous single knockout mutants patl3 and patl6, were confirmed by RTPCR (Fig 3.3C). Subsequently, I generated a double knockout mutant patl3patl6 by
crossing patl3 and patl6 followed by two-step PCR genotyping and RT-PCR analysis of
F2 progeny for identification of the homozygous double knockout line (Fig 3.3B and 3C).
The single and double mutants obtained showed no visible phenotypes under normal
growth conditions (Fig 3.3D).
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Figure 3.3 Isolation of single and double patls T-DNA insertion mutants.
(A) Schematic representation of the PATLs and their T-DNA insertion sites. Inverted
triangles indicate the T-DNA insertion sites, and arrows represent the approximate
position and orientations of PCR primers. LB, primer specific to the left border of the TDNA; LP, left genomic primer; RP, right genomic primer. Fw, forward primer; Rv,
reverse primer. (B) Genotyping of the Arabidopsis PATLs T-DNA lines for single and
double mutants. Primer sets used for genomic PCR are indicated on the right side. (C)
RT-PCR analysis showing the absence of mRNA expression of PATLs in knockout
mutants compared with Col-0 wild-type Arabidopsis. Primers used for RT-PCR are
indicated on the right side. ACTIN2 serves as a control (bottom panel). (D) Fourteen(top) and thirty four-day-old (bottom) plants of wild-type Columbia-0, and PATLs
knockout mutants.
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3.3.4

Knockout of PATL3 or PATL6 or both genes promotes TuMV infection in

Arabidopsis
To test the biological impact of PATLs knockouts on TuMV infection in Arabidopsis,
PATLs single and double T-DNA knockout mutants were challenged with TuMV in three
independent experiments. For each biological replicate experiment, sixteen individual
plants of each mutant line or wild-type Col-0 were mechanically inoculated with TuMV.
Total RNA and proteins were extracted from the inoculated leaves at 4 dpi, and viral
RNA and CP accumulation were further detected by qRT-PCR and immunoblotting
analysis. I found that both viral RNA and viral CP were significantly increased in patl3,
patl6 and patl3patl6 mutants compared with WT plants (Fig 3.4A and B), indicating
knockout of PATL3, PATL6 or both promotes TuMV accumulation. At 14 dpi, in
comparison with WT plants, the knockout mutant plants patl3, patl6 and patl3patl6
showed more severe symptoms (Fig 3.4C). Taken together, these data suggest that
PATL3 and PATL6 negatively regulate TuMV infection in Arabidopsis plants.
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Figure 3.4 TuMV accumulation is enhanced in Arabidopsis Patellin knockouts.
(A) Quantification of TuMV RNA accumulation levels by qRT-PCR analysis from
inoculated leaves at 4 dpi. Results are shown as means ± SD of three biological replicates
relative to Col-0 plants and were normalized with AtActinII as the internal reference.
Asterisks represent a significant difference to Col-0 plants (unpaired two-tailed student’s
t-test, *p < 0.05). (B) Western blot analysis of TuMV CP and GFP accumulation in virusinoculated leaf of Col-0, patl3, patl6 and patl3patl6 plants at 4 dpi. The comparable
protein loading was monitored by Coomassie Brilliant Blue staining (CBB) (bottom
panel). (C) TuMV-induced stunting symptoms in Col-0, patl3, patl6 and patl3patl6
compared with non-infected controls (Mock) at 14 dpi. Note that TuMV induced more
stunted symptoms in PATLs knockouts compared to Col-0 plants.
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3.3.5

Knockout of PATL3 or PATL6 or both facilitates TuMV multiplication in

protoplasts
Enhanced viral infection by knockout of PATL3 and PATL6 may be through restriction of
viral intercellular movement and viral genome replication. To test if viral genome
replication is involved, I examined the effect of PATL3 and PATL6 knockouts on TuMV
multiplication in Arabidopsis protoplasts. Protoplasts were isolated from Col-0, patl3,
patl6 and patl3patl6 mutant plants, respectively, and then transfected with the TuMV
infection clone TuMV-GPF using the PEG method (Yoo et al., 2007). qRT-PCR was
done at 24 hpt and 48 hpt and immunoblotting was carried out at 48 hpt to monitor viral
RNA and CP, respectively. In the control, transfected protoplasts maintained the typical
spherical shape and showed high transfection efficiency indicated by green fluorescence
at 48 hpt (Fig 3.5A). qRT-PCR results revealed that the viral RNA level in patl3, patl6
and patl3patl6 protoplasts were significantly increased at both time points tested (Fig
3.5B and C). Consistently, the TuMV CP levels in patl3, patl6 and patl3patl6 protoplasts
were significantly higher than that in the Col-0 sample at 48 hpt (Fig 3.5D). Overall,
these results suggest that PATL3 and PATL6 inhibit TuMV multiplication in Arabidopsis
protoplasts.
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Figure 3.5 Knockout of PATL3 and PATL6 promotes TuMV accumulation in
Arabidopsis protoplasts.
(A) A. thaliana Columbia-0 ecotype (Col-0) protoplasts infected by TuMV-GFP
infectious clone. Fluorescence micrograph at 48 hour post-transfection (hpt) shows green
fluorescence in the fraction of protoplasts that resulted from TuMV-GFP infection. (B)
Quantification of TuMV CP RNA accumulation level by qRT-PCR analysis from
protoplasts transfected by TuMV-GFP at 24 hpt. Results are shown as means ± SD of
three biological replicates relative to Col-0 plants and were normalized with AtActinII as
the internal reference. Asterisks represent a significant difference to Col-0 plants
(unpaired two-tailed student’s t-test, *p < 0.05). (C) Quantification of the TuMV RNA
accumulation level by qRT-PCR analysis at 48 hpt. Total RNA was isolated from
protoplasts transfected by TuMV-GFP at 48 hpt. Viral RNA was quantified by qRT-PCR
with primers specific for the CP coding region. Data were normalized against AtActinII
mRNA (used as an internal reference). Results are shown as means ± SD of three
biological replicates relative to Col-0 plants. Asterisks represent a significant difference
to Col-0 plants (unpaired two-tailed student’s t-test, **p < 0.01). (D) Immunoblotting
analysis of TuMV CP and GFP accumulated in Col-0, patl3, patl6 and patl3patl6 at 48
hpt. The bottom panel is a protein gel with Coomassie Brilliant Blue staining (CBB) to
show equal protein loading.
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3.3.6

Stable overexpression of PATL3 inhibits TuMV accumulation

To investigate the effect of overexpression of PATL3 on TuMV infection in Arabidopsis,
I also generated transgenic Arabidopsis lines overexpressing PATL3. The CDS of PATL3
was cloned into the expression vector pBA-FLAG-4×Myc-DC. Immunoblotting analysis
using Myc antibodies was performed to detect the PATL3-FLAG-Myc fusion protein in
transgenic lines (Fig 3.6A). RT-PCR further confirmed an increased level of PATL3
mRNA in the transgenic lines (Fig 3.6A). Protoplasts were isolated from the transgenic
lines for transfection assays. The viral protein CP in the wild-type Arabidopsis
protoplasts transfected with TuMV-GFP was detected at 36 hpt by immunoblotting
analysis (Fig 3.6B). However, it was barely detected in the protoplasts isolated from
PATL3 overexpression Arabidopsis plants (Fig 3.6B). These data suggest that
overexpression of PATL3 suppresses TuMV multiplication in Arabidopsis protoplasts.
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Figure 3.6 Stable overexpression of PATL3 inhibits TuMV accumulation in
Arabidopsis protoplasts
(A) Immunoblotting and RT-PCR analysis of three independent PATL3 transgenic
overexpression lines. The comparable protein loading was shown by Coomassie Brilliant
Blue staining (CBB), and AtActinII was used as an internal control for RT-PCR analysis.
(B) Immunoblotting analysis of TuMV CP in the protoplasts isolated from wild-type and
three independent PATL3 overexpression lines. The comparable protein loading was
shown by Coomassie Brilliant Blue staining (CBB).
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3.3.7

Subcellular localization of AtPATL3 and AtPATL6 in uninfected and TuMV-

infected N. benthamiana plants
To explore the possible mechanism by which PATL3 and PATL6 restrict TuMV
replication, I determined the subcellular localization of PATL3 and PATL6 in plant cells.
PATL3 and PATL6 were fused with GFP (named PATL3-GFP and PATL6-GFP,
respectively) and transiently expressed in the N. benthamiana leaf by agroinfiltration.
Expression of the fusion protein was confirmed by immunoblotting analysis using a
rabbit serum raised against the N-terminus of GFP. Confocal microscopy was carried out
to subcellularly localize PATL3-GFP and PATL6-GFP. At 48 hpi, both PATL3 and
PATL6 were predominantly present in the cell periphery in N. benthamiana epidermal
cells (Fig 3.7A). This is consistent with the reported data on subcellular localization of
PATL3 and PATL6 in planta (Peiro et al., 2014).
I further stained the infiltrated leaf with the plasma membrane marker FM4-64. The GFP
fluorescence was overlapped with red fluorescence emitted by FM4-64 (Fig 3.7A). These
data support that AtPATL3 and AtPATL6 are plasma membrane-associated proteins.
To determine the intracellular localization of PATL3 and PATL6 in the presence of
TuMV infection, I co-infiltrated PATL3-GFP or PATL6-GFP with TuMV infectious
clone (a TuMV infectious clone without any fluorescent protein tags generated in Wang’s
lab). Interestingly, in addition to its presence in the cell periphery, PATL3-GFP formed a
few large aggregated structures in the cytoplasm in TuMV-infected cells at 3 dpi (Fig
3.7B), suggesting a portion of AtPATL3 was redistributed into the cytoplasm upon
TuMV infection. However, no obviously altered distribution pattern was observed for
AtPATL6 in TuMV-infected cells.
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Figure 3.7 Subcellular localization of AtPATL3 and AtPATL6 in uninfected and
TuMV-infected N. benthamiana epidermal cells.
(A) Subcellular localization of AtPATL3 (top) and AtPATL6 (bottom) in healthy N.
benthamiana epidermal cells at 2 dpi. N. benthamiana leaves were stained with FM4-64,
a plasma membrane marker and immediately subjected to confocal microscopy. Scale
bars are indicated. (B) Subcellular localization of AtPATL3 (left) and AtPATL6 (right) in
TuMV-infected N. benthamiana epidermal cells at 3 dpi. PATL3-GFP (left) or PATL6GFP (right) was co-infiltrated with a TuMV infectious clone. Arrows indicate GFP
fluorescence observed in the cytoplasm. Scale bars are indicated.
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3.3.8

PATL3, but not PATL6 co-localized with TuMV-induced VRCs

Since TuMV-induced vesicles (globular and cortical aggregates) for virus replication are
located in the cytoplasm, I hypothesised that the large aggregated structures of PATL3GFP found in the cytoplasm upon TuMV infection might be the sites of TuMV VRCs. To
test this hypothesis, I employed a TuMV infectious clone tagged by 6K2 fused-mCherry
(TuMV-6K2mCherry). TuMV-6K2mCherry was co-agroinfiltrated with PATL3-GFP or
PATL6-GFP in the fully expanded leaf of N. benthamiana. Under a confocal microscope
at 3 dpi, I found that a great portion of PATL3-GFP was co-localized with 6K2-mCherry
vesicles in the co-agroinfiltrated leaf (Fig 3.8 A). By contrast, PATL6-GFP remained to
be associated with the plasma membrane (Fig 3.8B). It has been well known that the
potyviral 6K2 protein induces the formation of the ER-derived vesicles that house VRCs
for potyviral replication (Wei and Wang, 2008; Cotton et al., 2009; Wei et al., 2010a).
Thus, my data suggest that PATL3, but not PATL6 is redistributed to and co-localizes
with VRCs in TuMV-infected N. benthamiana epidermal cells.
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Figure 3.8 PATL3-GFP is recruited to the viral replication complex (VRC) in
TuMV-infected N. benthamiana epidermal cells.
(A) Co-localization of AtPATL3 with TuMV VRCs (top). PATL3-GFP was co-expressed
with a 6K2mCherry tagged TuMV infectious clone and observed under a confocal
microscope at 3 dpi. An enlarged view of part of the top panel was presented at the
bottom. Scale bars are as indicated. (B) PATL6 does not co-localize with TuMV VRCs.
PATL6-GFP was co-expressed with a 6K2mCherry tagged TuMV infectious clone and
observed under a confocal microscope at 3 dpi. Scale bars are as indicated.
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3.3.9

PATL3 targets the VRC likely through the interaction with CI

To investigate the possible viral interactor of PATL3 that brings PATL3 to the VRC, I
conducted Y2H assays to screen for the possible interactions between PATL3 and 11
TuMV viral proteins. The results showed that in addition to the PATL3-CP interaction,
PATL3 also interacts with CI in yeast (Fig 3.9A).
To validate the PATL3-CI interaction, I created BiFC Gateway constructs YN-CI (CI
fusion with the N-terminal half of YFP), YC-CI (CI fusion with the C-terminal half of
YFP), YN-PATL3 (PATL3 fusion with the N-terminal half of YFP), and YC-PATL3
(PATL3 fusion with the C-terminal half of YFP) for BiFC assays in N. benthamiana. Coexpression of YN-CI/YC-PATL3 or YC-CI/YN-PATL3 in N. benthamiana epidermal
cells by agroinfiltration resulted in strong yellow fluorescence predominantly present in
the cell periphery Fig 3.9B. As expected, no visible fluorescence was observed in cells
co-expressing YN-CI/YC or YC-CI/YN (negative controls) (Fig 3.9B).
I further conducted a co-immunoprecipitation (Co-IP) assay using antibodies against
relevant tagged peptides. Four-week-old N. benthamiana plant leaves were agroinfiltrated
with CI-FLAG, PATL3-HA or the combination of CI-FLAG with PATL3-HA. Protein
extracts from infiltrated leaves were either used directly for immunoblotting to confirm
the expression of the fusion proteins or incubated with anti-Flag M2 affinity gel (Sigma)
for Co-IP detection. Both CI and PATL3 were indeed expressed in N. benthamiana plants
when expressed alone or co-expressed (Fig 3.9C). For Co-IP, the beads were washed
several times and then analyzed by immunoblotting with antibodies to FLAG or HA. A
strong signal corresponding to PATL3-HA was detected in the sample coimmunoprecipitated with CI-FLAG (Fig 3.9C), indicating the presence of the PATL3-CI
complex in the N. benthamiana leaf. Taken together, these data suggest that PATL3
physically interacts with CI in planta. Since CI is an essential component of the VRCs of
TuMV (Cotton et al., 2009; Wang, 2013b), I proposed that PATL3 is recruited to the
VRC through its interaction with CI.
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Figure 3.9 PATL3 interacts with TuMV CI in yeast and in planta.
(A) Competent yeast cells co-transformed with bait and prey plasmids were plated on
double dropout (DDO) media lacking tryptophan and leucine to test for double
transformation, and on quadruple dropout (QDO) media lacking tryptophan, leucine,
histidine and adenine, for protein interaction. Yeast cells co-transformed with pGBKT753 and pGADT7-T, designed as +, served as a positive control and co-transformation of
AD and BD-CI was used as a negative control. (B) BiFC assays of the CI-PATL3
interaction in planta. Fluorescence was observed in the N. benthamiana leaf co-infiltrated
with YN-CI/YC-PATL3 or YC-CI/YN-PALT3 at 48 hpi. No fluorescence was observed
when co-expressing YN-CI with unfused C-YFP (YC) or N-YFP (YN) with YC-CI. (C)
Co-immunoprecipitation of TuMV CI with PATL3. CI and PATL3 were fused to FLAGand HA-tagged expression vectors, respectively. Protein extracts were incubated with
anti-Flag M2 affinity gel (Sigma). Protein samples before (Input) and after (Co-IP)
immunopurification were subjected to immunoblotting using HA or FLAG antibody.
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3.4

Discussion

As an intracellular parasite, a virus is fully dependent on the host cellular machinery for
replication, intracellular and intercellular movement (Daugherty and Malik, 2012; Wang,
2015). On the other hand, during the longtime evolution, plant hosts have evolved
multiple resistance mechanisms to defend against viral infection by triggering signal
transduction to activate immune responses and/or recruitment of host proteins to interfere
with the viral infection processes (Daugherty and Malik, 2012; Coffin, 2013). The CP of
potyvirus has been suggested to be implicated in various stages of the viral infection
processes, such as viral translation, movement and assembly (Ivanov and Makinen, 2012;
Wang, 2013b; Revers and Garcia, 2015). Potyviral CI is a helicase, physically present in
the TuMV-induced VRCs and absolutely required for viral replication (Fernandez et al.,
1995; Carrington et al., 1998; Gomez de Cedron et al., 2006; Cotton et al., 2009; Wang,
2013b; Deng et al., 2015). In this study, I identified the Arabidopsis Patellin family
proteins PATL3 and PATL6 that physically interact with TuMV CP in yeast and in
planta, and PATL3 also interacts with TuMV CI. I further found that PATLs inhibit
TuMV multiplication and PATL3 functions likely by targeting TuMV VRCs through the
interaction with CI. Thus, it can be concluded that PATLs are critical for efficient defense
against TuMV infection in Arabidopsis plants, likely by their interactions with the viral
CP and/or CI.
The Arabidopsis Patellin family comprises six members (PATL1, PATL2, PATL3,
PATL4, PATL5 and PATL6). All the six PATLs in Arabidopsis possess a variable Nterminal domain, a Sec14-like domain (homologue to yeast Sec14p) and a C-terminal
GOLD domain (Golgi dynamics) (Peterman 2004). Sec14p, originally isolated from a
secretory (Sec) mutant of yeast, is an essential protein that functions in the formation and
exit of vesicles from the trans-Golgi network (Tejosa et al., 2017). To date, proteins with
a Sec14 domain are known to be involved in membrane trafficking, lipid metabolism and
cytoskeleton dynamic (Peterman et al., 2004; Peiro et al., 2014; Tejosa et al., 2017). The
GOLD domain is a conserved domain among p24 protein family that has been shown to
be critical for cargo selection and cargo transport from the ER to the Golgi complex and
is presumably responsible for protein-protein interaction (Anantharaman and Aravind,
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2002). PATL1 is a Sec14-Like protein and localizes to the cell plate during cytokinesis
and binds phosphoinositide (Peterman et al. 2004). PATL2 is a phosphoinositide-binding
protein and is a substrate of Arabidopsis MPK4 MAP Kinase during septum formation in
cytokinesis (Suzuki et al. 2016). PATL family proteins have been reported to function in
response to abiotic stresses (Kearns et al., 1998; Monks et al., 2001) and biotic stresses
(Kiba et al., 2012; Peiro et al., 2014). Upon abiotic stresses, PATLs can be significantly
phosphorylated (Lv et al., 2014; Mattei et al., 2016). In a previous study, PATL3 and
PATL6 were suggested to play a negative role in AMV intercellular movement by
interfering with the targeting of AMV MP to the PD (Peiro et al., 2014). This prompted
me to study the subcellular localization of PATL3 and PATL6. I found that PATL3 and
PATL6 are PM-associated proteins as they co-localized with FM4-64, a known PM
marker (Fig 3.7A). However, I did not observe obvious PD localization when PATLs
were co-expressed with CP or CI (Fig 3.2A and 3.9B). Thus, PATL3 and PATL6 might
play a role by interference with the CP-associated movement complex to inhibit the
trafficking of the complex to the PD.
In this study, I found that expression of PATL3-GFP in TuMV-infected plant cells
disrupted the uniform localization of PATL3-GPF at the plasma membrane and resulted
in the formation of PATL3-GFP aggregates in the cytoplasm (Fig 3.7B). Further, by
using a 6K2mCherry-tagged TuMV infectious clone, I demonstrated that PATL3, but not
PATL6 indeed co-localized with TuMV VRCs upon virus infection (Fig 3.8A). In
addition, my protoplast assay showed that knockout of PATL3 and/or PATL6 indeed
promoted TuMV multiplication (Fig 3.5). Moreover, I found that CI, a viral helicase that
is physically present in the VRCs and absolutely required for viral replication, interacts
with PATL3 (Fig 3.9). Thus, I propose that PATL3 inhibits TuMV multiplication likely
through targeting VRCs via its interaction with CI. However, I cannot exclude the
possibility that PATL3 acts as a restriction factor through its interference with TuMV
movement, since CP and CI are key players for potyvirus movement.
In summary, my results presented here suggest that the Arabidopsis Patellins family
proteins PATL3 and PATL6 physically interact with TuMV CP and play a negative role
in TuMV multiplication in Arabidopsis plants and protoplasts. PATL3 targets the VRCs
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in the presence of TuMV infection likely through its interaction with CI. Taken together,
these findings suggest that PATL3 and PATL6 are novel host restriction factors for
potyviral infection. This study also provides strong evidence supporting the critical roles
of plasma membrane-associated proteins in defending virus infection.

3.5

Materials and Methods

3.5.1

Plant material and growth conditions

Both the Nicotiana benthamiana and Arabidopsis thaliana plants were grown in pots
with Pro-Mix Mycorrhizae Growing medium under greenhouse conditions with 16 hours
light/8 hours dark regime. The relative humidity was set at 70% and temperatures were
adjusted to 22 and 18°C during the light and dark periods, respectively.
3.5.2

Y2H and BiFC Assay

Matchmaker Gold Yeast Two-Hybrid System (Clontech) was used to screen and identify
CP-interacting Arabidopsis proteins. The Arabidopsis cDNA library was purchased from
Clontech (Catalog No. 630487). To make the bait construct, TuMV CP coding sequence
(CDS) was amplified from plasmid TuMV-GFP (provided by Dr. Jean-François
Laliberté, INRS, Quebec, Canada ) and cloned into Y2H gateway vectors pDESTGBKT7 or pDEST-GADT7 (provided by Dr. Yuhai Cui, AAFC, London, Canada ) (Lu
et al., 2010).
To test the suitability of CP as bait, we confirmed that CP could be expressed and is not
toxic in yeast and CP does not autonomously activate the reporter genes in Y2HGold in
the absence of a prey protein, according to the Matchmaker Gold Yeast Two-Hybrid
System User Manual (Version No. 092413).
To identify CP-interacting Arabidopsis proteins, Y2H screening was performed
essentially combine 1 ml aliquot of Arabidopsis cDNA strain and the bait strain, incubate
at 30°C allowing yeast mating (get both bait and prey plasmids in one yeast cell) and
subsequently selected on the selective medium DDO/X/A (Double dropout media
containing 40 µg/ml X-α-Gal and 200 ng/ml Aureobasidin A). 3-5 days later, blue
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colonies grown on DDO/X/A were replica-plated onto higher stringency selective
medium QDO/X/A (Quadruple dropout media containing 40 µg/ml X-α-Gal and 200
ng/ml Aureobasidin A). The blue clones grown on QDO/X/A were subjected to plasmid
extraction by using the Easy Yeast Plasmid Isolation Kit (Catalog No. 630457, Clontech)
and were further transferred into Escerichia coli. Plasmid DNA was extracted from
overnight-grown E.coli and subsequently sequenced. The obtained sequences were used
to identify the corresponding interacting genes in the NCBI public database.
To select the genuine positive interactions, co-transformation experiments were
conducted. Briefly, the full-length CDS of Arabidopsis genes were amplified from
Arabidopsis cDNA, fused to pray vector pDEST-GADT7 (AD), and subsequently cotransformed with BD-CP into yeast competent cells. The resulting yeast cells were plated
on selective medium DDO/X-α-Gal agar plates followed by second-round selection on
QDO/X-α-Gal agar plates. The combination of pGBKT7-53 and pGADT7-T serves as a
positive control, and the pair of the vector BD-CP and the empty construct AD serve as a
negative control.
3.5.3

BiFC and Subcellular Localization study

BiFC assays were conducted to validate viral protein-Arabidopsis protein interactions in
planta. Various Arabidopsis genes are cloned into BiFC vector. A detailed procedure of
BiFC assays was described in Chapter 2 Materials and Methods.
For subcellular localization experiment, the AtPATL3 and AtPATL6 ORFs were amplified
from Arabidopsis cDNA with specific primers designed for Gateway System (Invitrogen)
and recombined into binary destination vectors expressing GFP. The infectious clone
TuMV-6K2mCherry were obtained from Dr. Jean-François Laliberté, INRS, Quebec,
Canada.
All expression vectors were transformed into Agrobacterium tumefaciens GV3101 cells.
Cultures were then diluted to OD600 0.2 in agro-infiltration buffer (10 mM MES PH 5.6,
10 mM MgCl2 and 100 µ acetosyringone) and subsequently infiltrated into leaves of 3 to
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4 week-old N.benthamiana plants. Confocal images were taken at 48 hpi for BiFC study
and 72 hpi for subcellular localization study with a Leica TCS SP2 microscope.
3.5.4

Coimmunoprecipitation (co-IP) assay

For Co-IP assay, constructs (pSK-PATL3, pSK-CP and pSK-CI) were transformed into
A. tumefaciens strain GV3101 and further infiltrated into N. benthamiana leaves at
OD600 0.4. One gram of leaf tissue was sampled at 60 hpi and frozen in liquid nitrogen.
Each sample was ground into fine powder by mortar and pestle and homogenized in
extraction buffer (25 mM Tris HCl, pH 7.5, 10% glycerol, 1 mM EDTA, 150 mM NaCl,
10 mM DTT, 2% w/v polyvinylpolypyrrolidone (PVPP), 0.1% IGEPAL CA-630 (Sigma)
and 1×EDTA-free protease inhibitor cocktail (Roche). The homogenate was incubated at
4°C rotating end to end for 30 min and precleared by two centrifugations at 14,000 rpm
for 15 min at 4°C. 25 µl anti-Flag M2 affinity gel (Sigma, Catalog Number A2220) per
sample washed 3 times with IP buffer (25 mM Tris HCl, pH 7.5, 1mM EDTA, 150 mM
NaCl, 10% glycerol, and 0.1% IGEPAL CA-630) were added to 1mL protein extracts and
incubated at 4°C rotating end to end for 2 h. Agarose beads were pelleted by
centrifugation at 3,000 rpm for 2 min, washed with IP buffer for three times and resuspended in 5×SDS-PAGE loading buffer. After boiling at 70 °C for 10 min, the protein
samples were subjected to western blot. The primary antibodies used in this study were
monoclonal anti-FLAG-HRP (Cat No. F3165, Sigma) and polyclonal anti-HA-HRP (Cat
No. H6908, Sigma). Anti-mouse antibody conjugated to horseradish peroxidase (Sigma)
and anti-rabbit polyclonal antibody conjugated to HRP (Sigma) were used as secondary
antibody, respectively. Protein bands were detected using Immobilon Western
Chemiluminescent HRP substrate (Kit No. WBKL S00 50, Millipore).
3.5.5

Characterization of T-DNA insertions

The Arabidopsis T-DNA insertion lines for PATL3 (SALK_093994C) and PATL6
(SALK_099090) is obtained from Arabidopsis Biological Resource Center (ABRC) at
the Ohio State University. The information of these lines is provided on The Arabidopsis
Information Resource (TAIR) website (http://arabidopsis.org).
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The seeds were sown in pots with Pro-Mix Mycorrhizae Growing medium at 4°C for 3
days to break dormancy and subsequently transfer to growth chamber at 24°C with 16
hours light/20°C with 8 hours dark and the relative humidity was set at 70%.
Leaf samples were collected from four-week-old Arabidopsis Col-0, PATL3
(SALK_093994C) and PATL6 (SALK_099090) plants for genomic DNA extraction
according to Edwards et al, (1991) (Edwards et al., 1991). A PCR-based genotyping
method was used for determining the T-DNA insertion zygosity described by Salk
Institute

Genome

Analysis

Laboratory

(http://signal.salk.edu/tdnaprimers.2.html).

Briefly, a two-step PCR was carried out: LP+RP and LB+RP (LB: primer specific to the
left border of T-DNA; LP: left genomic primer; RP: right genomic primer). A PCR
product should be detected in the LP+RP reaction for wild-type (Col-0) or heterozygous
lines (HZ), no band would be detected for homozygous lines (HM). Nevertheless, a band
should be produced in the LB+RP for HM or HZ lines. The identified PATL3 and PATL6
HM lines are self-pollinated and allowed to produce seeds. F2 plants were used for
confirmation of T-DNA insertion homozygosity and subsequently RT-PCR analysis for
determining the full length RNA expression level. To locate the T-DNA insertion site,
LB+RP reaction PCR products were purified and sequenced.
3.5.6

Generation of double knockout mutant

The patl3patl6 double mutant was generated by crossing the homozygous single
knockout patl3 and patl6 lines and self-pollination of the F1 generation. Of the F2
progeny, individual plans confirmed to be homozygous for patl3 and heterozygous for
PATL6 were selected for seed collection. The patl3patl6 double mutant was identified
from the F3 generation plants through PCR-based genotyping. RT-PCR analysis was
employed to monitor the RNA level of both PATL3 and PATL6.
3.5.7

Generation of PATL3 transgenic plants

The coding region of PATL3 was cloned into the binary gateway vector pBA-FLAG4×Myc-DC (Zhu et al., 2011) using Gateway technology. The construct was introduced
into Agrobacterium tumefaciens (strain GV3101) and further transformed into
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Arabidopsis (Col-0 ecotype) by the floral dip method (Zhang et al., 2006). The resulting
Arabidopsis seeds were sowed. Typically 8-10 days after sowing, the seedlings were
screened by directly spraying solutions containing 250 mg/liter herbicide Basta. The
survival transformants were analyzed by RT-PCR and Western blot to confirm the
expression of the transgene. Stable transgenic plants (T3 generation) were used for
TuMV infection assay.
3.5.8

Protoplasts isolation and TuMV transfection

Protoplasts isolation and TuMV transfection were essentially as described in Chapter 2
Materials and Methods.
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Chapter 4

4

General discussion and future directions

Plant viruses are one of the major pathogens that threaten global food security.
Approximately 47% of current crop epidemics are caused by plant viruses. The vast
majority of known plant viruses are positive-sense single-stranded (+ss) RNA viruses
(Sanfaçon, 2005). After entry into a plant cell, the invading (+ss) RNA virus undergoes
viral particle disassembly, viral genome translation, formation of the viral replication
complex (VRC), viral genome multiplication and viral genome encapsidation (Wang,
2013b; Revers and Garcia, 2015). Different from animal viruses, the progeny plant
viruses must manage to penetrate through the rigid cell wall to enter into the
neighbouring cells. Such viral intercellular movement mainly take places in mesophyll
and epidermal cells through plasmodesmata (PDs), and further to establish their systemic
infection. Subsequently the virus moves from the mesophyll via bundle sheath cells,
phloem parenchyma and companion cells into phloem sieve elements (SEs) where it is
passively transported to and unloaded at the distant tissues following the source-to-sink
flow of photoassimilates (Hipper et al., 2013; Wang, 2015). Clearly, viral intercellular
movement through the PD is a key step for the virus to establish a successful infection. A
better understanding of this step may assist in the development of novel strategies to
control viral diseases.

4.1

Requirement of coat protein (CP) for potyviral cell-to-cell movement

Since PDs are only ~30-50 nm in diameter, they only allow small molecules to diffuse
between cells (Brunkard et al., 2013). The PD size exclusion limit (SEL) is estimated to
be about 1 kDa (Brunkard et al., 2013). Therefore, PD regulates the intercellular
movement of macromolecules and macromolecular complexes such as viral particles. It is
well established that viral cell-to-cell movement via the PD requires coordinated action of
virus-encoded movement proteins (MP), other required viral proteins and host factors
(Schoelz et al., 2011; Wang, 2015). Despite the agricultural and scientific importance of
potyviruses as the largest group of known plant viruses, how potyviruses move
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intercellularly is still not well understood. Potyviruses have a relatively small genome
(approximately 10 kb) that encodes fewer than a dozen proteins (Ivanov et al., 2014;
Revers and Garcia, 2015). It has been suggested that several potyviral proteins might be
involved in cell-to-cell movement, including CP, CI, P3N-PIPO, VPg and HC-Pro
(Wang, 2013b; Revers and Garcia, 2015). Among them, CP is believed to be a
multifunctional protein that plays key roles in the viral infection cycle as well as virushost interplay (Wang, 2013b; Revers and Garcia, 2015). My PhD project aimed to
investigate the role of CP in viral cell-to-cell movement and, to identify host proteins that
interact with potyviral CP and further characterize their biological effects in viral
infection.
In the present study, I chose Turnip mosaic virus (TuMV) as a model virus and developed
a double fluorescent protein-tagged system that can monitor the intercellular movement
of TuMV from the primarily infected cells to the secondarily infected cells (Fig 2.1). I
found that deletion of TuMV CP, the mutant virus lost the ability to move between cells
(Fig 2.2), suggesting the essential role of CP in intercellular movement. My protoplast
infection assay revealed that the CP-deletion mutant could replicate as efficiently as the
wild-type virus (Fig 2.2), indicating CP is not required for TuMV replication. These data
imply that TuMV CP mainly functions as a basic unit of the capsid shell of the viral
particle and as an essential component of the movement complex.
Potyviral replication is carried out by the potyviral VRC that is associated with 6K2induced vesicles (Cotton et al., 2009; Revers and Garcia, 2015). Grageon and colleagues
showed that the 6K2 vesicles of TuMV that contain NIb (the viral RNA-dependent RNA
polymerase) and viral RNA can move between cells (Grangeon et al., 2013). The
intercellular movement of the 6K2 vesicles only occurs in the TuMV-infected cells,
suggesting that potyviral cell-to-cell movement can be independent of the virons but
requires assistance from other viral proteins. Since I did not observe any intercellular
movement of the TuMV CP-deletion mutant virus which retains the full ability to
replicate, it would be interesting to determine if and how CP assists in cell-to-cell
movement of the 6K2 vesicles.
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4.2

Role of CP in TuMV cell-to-cell movement

To further address how CP participates in TuMV cell-to-cell movement, I introduced
various deletion and point mutations into the CP coding region of the TuMV infectious
clone. The results presented in Chapter 2 suggest that the C-terminus of TuMV CP is a
domain essential for TuMV cell-to-cell movement. This is consistent with the findings
that the C-termini of TEV CP and SMV CP are crucial for SMV cell-to-cell movement
(Dolja et al., 1995; Seo et al., 2013). Since the C-terminus of potyviral CP is exposed on
the virions surface (Shukla et al., 1988; Zamora et al., 2017), I speculate that this region
is the functional domain that interacts with key factors that are crucial for TuMV
intercellular movement, such as various viral proteins and host cellular factors. Further
experiments will be necessary to determine whether CP cell-to-cell movement deficient
mutants are truly not capable to interact with these key movement factors.
In Chapter 2, I also identified two key amino acid residues located in the core domain of
CP that are indispensable for TuMV cell-to-cell movement (Fig 2.5). I further
investigated how the cell-to-cell movement deficient mutant R178A failed to move from
the primarily infected cells to the neighboring cells. Although I demonstrated that R 178A
exhibits normal subcellular localization, self-interaction, CI interaction and RNA binding
ability (Fig 2.8), I could not exclude the possibility that R178A could fail to interact with
other viral proteins and/or host cellular factors with diverse functional roles such as
providing a driving force for TuMV movement.
I did find that R178A could not form virions in protoplasts (Fig 2.6), and this is consistent
with the findings in TEV and SMV that movement-defective CP mutants were not able to
form virions at a detectable level by TEM (Dolja et al., 1994; Seo et al., 2013). Thus, I
suggest that there is a correlation between assembly defects and intercellular movement
defects among potyviruses, and this raise the possibility that TuMV could move as
virions from one cell to another. Furthermore, I showed that R178A is less stable than
wild-type CP (Fig 2.9), it would be very interesting to clarify the relationship between CP
protein stability and TuMV intercellular movement.
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4.3

Role of Patellins in TuMV infection

In the past decades, host-virus interactions have been a hot research area in the field of
virology (Daugherty and Malik, 2012; Wang, 2015). A large number of host proteins
have been identified and characterized as the viral protein interactors and play an
important role in plant virus infection (Wang, 2015; Nagy, 2016). Despite that CP is a
multifunctional viral protein and essential player in potyvirus infection, little is known
about host proteins that bind to TuMV CP. By using Y2H screen against Arabidopsis
cDNA library, I identified 16 host proteins candidates that interact with TuMV CP in
yeast (Table 3.1). To our knowledge, this is the first list reporting host protein candidates
interact with TuMV CP in yeast and, this report provides valuable information for
researchers to better understanding potyvirus-host interactions.
In Chapter 3 I reported Patellin 3 and Patellin 6, two novel Arabidopsis proteins,
physically bind to both TuMV CP and CI (Fig 3.1, 3.2 and 3.9). These interactions occur
in the cell periphery in the absence of TuMV infection (Fig 3.7). However, upon TuMV
infection, a portion of PATL3 but not PATL6 was redistributed to TuMV-induced
vesicles which housing potyvirus replication (Fig 3.7 and 3.8). Since CI was reported
physically present in TuMV VRCs (Cotton et al., 2009), I speculate PATL3 could target
to the VRC through the interaction with CI. Further experiments will be necessary to
clarify whether PATL3-CI interactions are relocalized within VRCs upon TuMV
infection. The interactions between Patellins and CP/CI appear significant as PATL3 and
PATL6 inhibit TuMV multiplication in the biological impact analysis (Fig 3.4, 3.5 and
3.6). However, the mechanism by which Patellins inhibit TuMV infection remains
unknown and need to be clearly defined.
One possibility is that PATL3, CP and CI could form a tripartite complex since PATL3
could interact with both CP and CI, and PATL3 could disrupt the CP-CI interactions
which are critical for TuMV infection (Wang, 2013b; Revers and Garcia, 2015). The
second possibility is that PATL3 targets to VRCs and disrupts VRCs assembly. This may
be clarified by the comparison of VRCs in wild-type Arabidopsis and PATL3
knockout/overexpression lines upon TuMV infection by using ultrastructural analysis
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through TEM. Since PATLs are reported to be involved in membrane trafficking
(Peterman et al., 2004; Peiro et al., 2014), another possibility is that PATL3 inhibits
TuMV intracellular movement by interfering intracellular movement of viral proteins
and/or VRCs. In addition, although I did not detect obvious PD localization when PATLs
and CP/CI were co-expressed (Fig 3.2 and 3.9), I cannot exclude the possibility that
PATLs inhibit TuMV infection through interference with viral cell-to-cell movement.
Lastly, it is reported that PATLs can be significantly phosphorylated upon abiotic stress
(Hsu et al., 2009; Cerny et al., 2011; Lv et al., 2014; Mattei et al., 2016), future research
needs to be directed to investigate the phosphorylation status of PATLs upon potyvirus
infection and further to clarify the relationship between PATLs phosphorylation and
TuMV infection.
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